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ONTGOMERY. ALABAMA 36130 
205) 242-7300 
-5 JUL 1990 
Honorable Lewis F. Powell 
-
5~-~ 
il.-A- I~ ~ 
STATE OF ALABAMA 
July 2, 1990 
United States Supreme Court Justice 
United States Supreme Court 
One First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
It has occurred to me that you might be interested in the 
two joint lette s which were sent to the House Judiciary 
Committee in s't on to Representative Kastenmeier's federal 
haoeas 1 1 (H.R. 4737). As you will note, page 4 of the joint 
letter signed by the attorneys general of 23 of the 36 capital 
pu~ tes cone~ opi:iuonwliich you expressed 
concerning this legislation in your testimony before the 
subcommittee. 
While it may sometimes seem as though no one in Congress l\ 
appreciates your committee's work, please be assured that there 







Alabama Assistant Attorney 
General 
- -
June 25, 1990 
Honorable Jack Brooks 
Chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary 
United States House of Representatives 
2138 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-6216 
Dear Representative Brooks: 
Although our states do not have capital punishment 
statutes, we are adamantly opposed to H.R. 4737, because it 
contains provisions which would have a detrimental effect on 
how our non-capital cases are handled in federal habeas corpus 
proceedings. All of the provisions of that bill which are 
discussed in this letter ap 1 to non-ca ital as well as 
capital cases, and all of them would un ermine our interests in 
federal-state comity, in avoiding unnecessary delay, and in 
minimizing the need for relitigation of cases. 
Section 7 of H.R. 4737 would redefine the "cause" 
component of the procedural default rule in a way that would 
prevent application of that rule in a large number of cases. 
The change that would be effected by Section 7 of the bill 
would encourage criminal defendants to raise for the first time 
in federal habeas issues they could have and should have raised 
in state courts. This provision would go a long way toward 
undermining the value of a state trial court as the principal 
forum in which issues are litigated. 
Section 6 of H.R. 4737 would repeal the Teague v. Lane, 
109 s.ct. 1060 (1989), non-retroactivity doctrine. The Teague 
decision came in a non-capital case, and it represents a 
recognition by the United States Supreme Court that there is a 
need for finality even in non-capital cases. This bill would 
ensure that virtually every decision has full retroactive 
effect regardless of whether that decision is necessary to 
ensure the fairness of a trial or the accuracy of the 
determination of guilt. The Teague rule is one of the best 
doctrines that we have to promote the finality of state court 
judgments, and Congress should not overrule it. 
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Section 9 of H.R. 4737 would amend the exhaustion 
requirement of existing law to permit a convicted criminal to 
use it as an excuse to repetitively file federal habeas 
petitions rather than exhausting his state remedies as to all 
his claims and presenting them at one time to a federal court. 
Section 9 of the bill would unnecessarily rewrite 28 u.s.c. 
§2254(a) and might open the way to arguments that state law 
claims could be presented in federal habeas proceedings. 
Because our states do not have capital punishment 
statutes, we express no opinion concerning those parts of H.R. 
4737 that apply only to capital cases. However, every one of 
the provisions of this bill which is applicable to non-capital 
cases is unwarranted, unwise, and would be a blow to the 
interests of the states and law enforcement. 
/ Bjily 
Attorney ~eral 
State of Alaska 
Robert T. Stephan 
Attorney General 
State of Kansas 
Roger w. Tompkins 
Attorney General 
State of West Virginia 
2019t 
l<i v1 > 
/hON+4.o ::r ~ 
Thomas J. Miller 
Attorney General 









Donald J. Hanaway 
Attorney General 
State of Wisconsin 
.... - -
June 25, 1990 
Honorable Jack Brooks 
Chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary 
United States House of Representatives 
2138 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-6216 
Dear Representative Brooks: 
our states have capital punishment statues, and each of 
our offices has had experience in federal habeas litigation. 
We are writing to express our very strong opposition to H.R. 
4737 and to urge you and the other Judiciary Committee members 
not to give the bill a favorable report. 
Every major provision of H.R. 4737 would undermine the 
finality of state court judgments, would increase delay, and 
would foster relitigation. It is easy to understand why 
application of the provisions of this bill are mandatory, 
instead of optional with the states as is the case in some of 
the other habeas proposals. No state in this country would 
voluntarily come under the provisions of H.R. 4737. 
The Provisions That Are Appl icable To 
Both Non-capital and capital cases 
Some of the provisions of H.R. 4737 are applicable to all 
state court judgments subjected to review in a federal habeas 
proceeding, including both non-capital and capital cases. 
Section 7 of the bill would eviscerate one of the principal 
components of the procedural default doctrine by redefining the 
"cause" component of the Wainwright y, Sykes, 433 u.s. 72 
(1977), rule. That change would undermine the finality of 
state court judgments, would shift the focus away from the 
trial as the main event in a case, and would encourage 
"sandbagging" by criminal defendants and their counsel. 
Section 6 of H.R. 4737 would repeal the non-retroactivity 
doctrine of Teague v. Lane, 109 s.ct. 1060 (1989), and related 
cases, and it would make the law even less conducive to 
-
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finality .than it was before the Teague decision. state courts 
cannot be expected to follow procedural requirements that have 
not even been announced at the time they rule in a case, yet 
that is what this section of the bill would require. The 
Teague doctrine prevents that, with appropriate exceptions to 
ensure fairness and accuracy of decision making, and it should 
not be overruled by Congress. 
Section 9 of H.R. 4737 would amend the exhaustion 
requirement of 28 U.S.C. §2254(b) in such a way as to ensure a 
convicted criminal the right to litigate in federal court in a 
piecemeal fashion without fear that such a strategy would be 
barred by the abuse of the writ doctrine. That change, which 
would encourage piecemeal litigation and delay, should not be 
made. Section 9 of the bill would also unnecessarily amend 28 
u.s.c. §2254(a). As now written, that statutory provision 
clearly restricts federal habeas corpus to consideration of 
federal law claims. As rewritten by this bill, the existing 
law which bars state law claims from federal habeas would be 
less clear. 
The Provisions Of The Bill That Are 
Applicable Only To capital cases 
H.R. 4737 also contains a number of provisions, applicable 
only to capital cases, which we strongly oppose. Sections 2 
and 3 of the bill, operating together, guarantee a 
death-sentenced criminal a minimum of an additional one-year 
period of delay between filings. That period can be extended 
to one year and three months or even longer in certain 
circumstances. At a time when virtually everyone agrees that 
final resolution of capital cases is delayed far too long 
already, this bill would guarantee convicted murderers 
additional delay over and beyond that which already exists. 
Moreover, nothing in the bill would require the federal courts 
to expeditiously consider capital case petitions and to 
promptly rule on them. 
Significant problems exist with second and successive 
petitions in capital cases. Instead of attempting to correct 
those problems, Section 4 of H.R. 4737 would exacerbate them. 
It would do nothing to improve existing law on the subject, and 
it would make things worse in several respects. For example, 
the bill would authorize a federal court to inquire into the 
"appropriateness" of a death sentence in a particular case. 
Weighing of aggravating and mitigating circumstances, and the 
decision about whether a defendant should be sentenced to death 
-
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under a particular set of facts and circumstances is the 
function of juries and state court judges, not the federal 
judiciary . 
Section 8 of H.R. 4737 contains provisions concerning 
counsel in capital cases that are so extreme as to be absurd. 
The constitutional requirement of effective assistance of 
counsel exists, and that requirement is enforced by the state 
and federal judiciary. contrary to what many have alleged, 
virtually all capital murderers do receive effective 
representation. The few who do not are granted relief in the 
form of new trials or new sentence proceedings. The current 
problems which beset capital cases are not caused by the 
quality of representation that defendants receive. 
Section a of H.R. 4737 would authorize a federal court to 
set aside the conviction or sentence of a murderer who is 
indisputably guilty, who clearly deserves a death sentence, and 
who receives constitutionally effective legal representation 
throughout all the proceedings, if the additional counsel 
requirements set out in the bill are not met. For example, if 
H.R. 4737 had been the law then, serial murderer Ted Bundy 
could have had his conviction or sentence set aside if his 
attorney had not attended a specialized training program within 
a year prior to his appointment to represent Bundy; or if the 
attorney had previously tried two homicide cases instead of 
three; or if he failed to meet the as yet unspecified 
performance standards, over and beyond those the Constitution 
requires, which are to be promulgated by a group that will in 
all likelihood be dominated by death penalty opponents. We 
find that possibility to be offensive. 
Even if the states could meet the enormous financial 
burden Section 8 of the bill would impose, and even if enough 
attorneys could be found who would meet its extreme 
requirements, the entire thrust of this provision is wrong. 
The Constitution, as interpreted in decisions such as 
Strickland y, Washington, 466 u.s. 668 (1984), specifies 
constit~ional standards of representation. Beyond those 
standards, which are enforced under existing law, the focus in 
a capital case should be on the guilt or innocence of a 
defendant and on the sentence he should receive. Congress 
should not shift the focus of the criminal justice system away 
from guilt, innocence, and sentence and toward how many 
seminars a defense attorney has attended, how well he is paid, 
and other collateral matters. 
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In Justice Powell's testimony before the subcommittee 
concerning this legislation, he expressed his opinion that 
enactment of H.R. 4737 would have the practical effect of 
eliminating enforceable capital punishment in the United 
States. We concur in that judgment. The overwhelming majority 
of the people of this country believe in capital punishment in 
cases of aggravated murder, and they believe that there should 
be less delay, less relitigation, and more finality in these 
cases. To enact H.R. 4737 would result in more delay, more 
relitigation, and virtually no finality in capital cases. It 
would do much to effectively end capital punishment by hedging 
it about with so many obstacles as to make its imposition 
virtually impossible. 
We strongly oppose H.R. 4737 and any legislation 
containing provisions similar to those contained in it. Please 
see that a copy of this letter is distributed to each member of 






State of Arkansas 
eirwtcs ~- 0~ ,J]L <:: 
Charles·• Oberly, III 
Attorney General 
State of Delaware 
Michael J. 
Attorney Ge 








Robert A. Butterworth 
Attorney General 
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C. ~ ~,.~ 
Neii F. Hartigan Linley 
Atto~eneral Attorne 
e of Illinois . f State of Indiana 
c=w-~#~ 
Mike Moore Frederic J. Cowan 
Attorney General 







State of New Mexico 
Anthony J."~eI'ibrezze, 
Attorney General 
State of Ohio 
f?orll 7~~~ 
Roger A. Tellingnuisen 
Attorney General 
State of South Dakota 
Attorney General 
State of Mississippi 
-_-_ -------_-_ ..... >...,.cJ---f'.,..t,........:1------
Ernest D. Preate, 
Attorney General 
State of Pennsylvania 
Kenneth o. Eikenberry 
Attorney General 
State of Washington 
I-
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July 3, 1990 
Dear Genern1 PrF~tP.: 
It waR thouq~tful of vou to sena me a copy of your 
Pxcellent letter of Jane 25 to Chief Justice Rehnquist. I 
::\m Rnre '),:,. 'lPPr.e~iatPc; vo11r nnoport. I .1sPumt? that vou have 
g~Pn a coov of th@ rroort of our committee. 
Tt iq qnoo to know that you have met with S~nator 
Spect~r who holfs a rather key poFition in this dPbate. If 
I unfer~tan~ the Kastenmeier proposPd changes, they could 
esult in incr~ased renetitive review bv federal court~ in 
C8Pita1 ca~es. 
Sincere1v, 
Hon. Frnest D. Preate, Jr. 
~ttorney General 
Commonwealth of Pe~nsv}v~~ia 
H~rri~~urg, P~ 17120 
1 fo/s s 
cc: ~he Chi~f Juetice 
~ - -
July 10, 1990 
Dear Mr. Carnes, 
Thank you for sending me copies of the letters sent to 
the Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary. It is good 
to know that you have sent a letter from states that do not have 
capital punishment as well as the separate and longer letter from 
the Attorney Generals of the states that do have capital punishment 
statutes. 
These are well written and should be helpful to the 
members of the House Committee who will disagree with Kastenmeier. 
I must say that his H.R. 4737 would have a serious adverse effect 
on federal habeas litigation. In addition, it would modify the 
decisions in Wainwright v. Sykes and Teague v. Lane. The overall 
effect of Kastenmeier bill would make unprecedented changes in 
state law. 
In view of the interest of The Chief Justice, I am 
sending him a copy of your letter to me of July 2 and of the two 
June 25 letters to Chairman Brooks. 
Honorable Edward Carnes 
Alabama Assistant Attorney General 
Office of The Attorney General 
Montgomery, Alabama 36130 
LFP/djb 
cc: Chief Justice Rehnquist 
Honorable Paul H. Roney 
Honorable Charles Clark 
Honorable William T. Hodges 
Honorable Barefoot Sanders 
be: Hew Pate 
Sincerely, 




DONALD P . LAY 
CHIEF JUDGE 
P . O . BOX 75908 
ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA 55175 
- -UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
EIGHTH CIRCUIT 
July 12, 1990 a__~ 1-h-z- M 
The Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Retired Associate Justice 
Supreme Court of the United States 
1 First street, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20543 
Dear Mr. Justice Powell: 
------l (,,, 
M JUL 1990 
I enclose a letter that I have written to Chief Judge Clark, 
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Judicial Conference. 
I think the entire federal judiciary should be concerned about some 
of the provisions in the Thurmond-Specter Bill as it affects the 
administration of the courts. 
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~.o. eo :< 7~ ,:e 
- UNITED STATES COURT OF A- ALS 
EIGHTH CIRCUIT 
, 
• ST. ~AUL. M l 1'o , .!sc - ,; '5~17 5 
July 10, 1990 
The Honorable Charles Clark 
Chief Judge 
United States Court of Appeals 
for the Fifth Circuit 
245 E. Capitol Street, Room 302 
Jackson, Mississippi 39201 
Dear Chief Judge Clark: 
The Judicial Conference has expressed continuing interest in 
the Powell Committee Report along with the various studies of 
outside groups and have recommended procedures to the Congress as 
it relates to federal habeas corpus involving capital cases. 
several Conference members, including yourself, have appeared 
be:ore the Senate and the House Judiciary Committee to testify as 
to various views concerning this report. The Powel 1 Cammi ttee 
Report, as modified by the Judicial Conference, was forwarded to 
both Senator Biden and Congressman Kastenmeier for study by the 
respective judiciary committees for both the House and the Senate. 
As you are aware, on May 24, 1990, the Senate approved a habeas \ 
corpus reform bill which is markedly different from the proposal 
of the Judicial Conference. 
It is my understanding that the markup will proceed on the 
House bill this week and there will probably be a vote on the House 
bill sometime later this summer. It is also my understanding that 
the two bills will then go to conference in the latter part of 
September. Because of the marked changes that are found in 
Amendment #1687, which is now known as the Thurmond-Specter Bill, 
and because of the perceived detrimental effect that the provisions 
of this bill will have on the federal judicial process, I would 
respectfully request the Executive Committee to place this matter 
( 
on the agenda for discussion at our September meeting. My concerns 
do not relate to the substantive merits or differences that we have 
debated in arriving at the modification of the Powell Committee 
Report. There are new proposals within the Senate bill which have 
not received consideration by the Judicial Conference and which, 
at least in the judgment of many judges and lawyers, contain 
provisions which are detrimental to both the state and federal 
judicial process. 
" -
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I e nclose herewith a copy of the bill taken from the May 23, 
1990 Co ngressional Record. The fundamental areas in which I feel 
t~e b il l will have a detrimental effect on the administration of 
t ~e c ourts are as follows: 
1. The bill provides that before a successive petition may be 
filed in district court in a capital habeas case, the 
petitioner must obtain authorization from the appropriate 
circuit court of appeals. This provision of the bill does not 
specify what standards the appeals courts are to apply in 
screening the petitions. Presumably a three judge panel will 
be required to pass on these petitions. In my judgment, this 
process would be a cumbersome, wasteful, and time consuming 
burden on all circuit courts of appeals. This process simply 
adds another layer of judicial involvement to a system we 
already perceive to be inefficient. 
2 . The bill would bar claims relying on "opinion" evidence from 
successive petitions challenging a death sentence. This was 
inserted in longhand and in the margin in the middle of the 
Senate debate and apparently was intended to relate to claims 
that a death row prisoner is, or was, retarded or otherwise 
disabled. 
J. The Senate bill now establishes a 60 day statute of limitation 
for death penalty cases to run from the appointment of 
counsel. The bill was obviously drafted in such a hurry that 
this entire provision is unclear. The 60 day date can be 
tolled upon petition for certiorari from direct appeal by the 
State Supreme Court. The essence of this is that the time 
period is not tolled to pursue state post conviction remedies. 
In this regard, the bill provides as well that the petitioner 
shall be deemed to have exhausted all state remedies once he 
has exercised the right to direct appeal. 
The effect of this bill is to eliminate the state post 
conviction remedy. This provision thus overrules in capital 
cases the long standing rule of Ex Parte Royal, 117 U.S. 241 
(1886) and the requirement of exhaustion of state remedies. 
See also, 28 U.S.C. S 2254(b) (c). Although some state judges 
seem to feel this is a good idea because they believe the 
federal courts provide the ultimate remedy in these cases, 
this completely overlooks the fundamental premise upon which 
federal habeas corpus is based. The presumption of validity 
of findings of fact under S 2254(d) as well as the deference, 
comity, and finality to state court findings will now be 
partially obviated. All evidentiary records on post 
conviction proceedings in capital cases will now be made in 
-
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the federal courts. All ineffective assistance of counsel 
claims will now be addressed exclusively in federal courts. 
It is fundamental that state criminal procedures are basically 
c oncerns of the state courts and should be left in the hands 
of the state. The narrow overview provided by federal habeas 
corpus will now be vastly expanded. This could be devastating 
t o the federal work load. The provision which obviates state 
court post conviction proceedings is perhaps the greatest 
deficiency in the Senate bill. It can do nothing more than 
further alienate the state and federal courts. 
Justice Powell testified at the House subcommittee hearing 
that the 60 day provision contained in the Thurmond-Specter 
Bill was not sufficient time for new counsel to prepare a 
federal habeas claim. The Senate bill presumes the same 
counsel will proceed in federal habeas cases that tried the 
case. This might happen in the perfect world, but it will not 
happen in capital cases. 
4. Of equal concern to the administration of the courts, the 
Thurmond-Specter Bill imposes drastically curtailed time 
limits for all levels of federal habeas review. The district 
court must hear and decide a habeas petition within 110 days 
after it is filed. The court of appeals must complete its 
review within 90 days of the filing of the notice of appeal. 
Finally, the Supreme Court must act within 90 days of the 
filing of a petition for certiorari. In addition, the time 
limits for filing a notice of appeal and petition for 
certiorari have been reduced to 20 days each. It goes without 
saying that these short limits would wreak havoc on court 
calendars at all levels of the federal judiciary. There is 
no provision for relaxing these deadlines and to make matters 
worse, the Administrative Office of the United States Courts 
is instructed to report upon compliance. This type of micro-
management of the federal courts is somewhat comparable of the 
original Biden proposal on civil trial management. 
5. Finally, the bill contains a rather confusing provision on 
retroactivity: "In cases subject to this chapter, all claims 
shall be governed by the law as it was when the petitioner's 
sentence became final. A court considering a claim under this 
chapter shall consider intervening decisions by the Supreme 
Court of the United States which establish fundamental 
constitutional rights." Obviously, this paragraph is 
internally inconsistent. 
There are many other provisions within the act that are poorly 
drafted and which totally ignore the thorough considerations which 
✓ 
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t he ? o~e ll Committee, the Judicial Conference, and the American Bar 
Assoc iat ion have given to the bill. 
It seems essential to me that the Judicial Conference discuss 
t hese provisions and consider a report to the Senate and House 
conferees so that many of these provisions will not become final 
la~ . I ~ould hope that our concerns would result in a joint effort 
to make our views known as to some of these provisions which seem 
to me ridiculous on their face. 
Perhaps other members of the Judicial Conference would like 
to make their views known to you and to the Executive Committee. 
I would respectfully request that this matter be placed on the 
a genda for discussion at the September meeting. 
Sincerely yours, 
/ _/ ,.. . C ,) , / / . 
• ,✓ • .,,,... ,,.. .- ·, ~ , . C ..... - --c . 
J ._ _ C ~ ~ l.. <. ... . . -z ' 
DONALD P. LAY ) 
DPL/ja 
cc: Chief Justice Rehnquist 
cc: Members of the U.S. Judicial Conference 
cc: Members of the State-Federal Committee of 
the Judicial Conference 
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ai.mc. a.n t:dr~. ant iterrortst. 1.nd Ul· Mr. THURMOND. Mr. Presi~t, 1 '"<Al la IDdiccnt and bu ~ lhe 
Uv1olence lrutative. The ce~I~ · send an 1.mendment to the de-u and °'!er. oc 
W1lYe of dru~3 that ha.s poured Into a.k foe Its lmmedtate conslder1.llon. ti!:~ ~ "11~ ~iF u"' decide 
Amerlcs vill not be stemmed unless Tbe PRESIDUlG OFFICER. The • -m ~~t.e~ :e==ann£ «:r ~. 
,re ruot:1!!u as I. country 1.nd take e.~ - cl~rlt will N!port. l.h&t \he ddnid&nt oc onaontt bu re.iec~ 
t.nordlnar; measures to ell.m.1n.at~ th ~ The as.,lstant leibl:i.tlve clerk rad Ute oil~ oC oour..ae{ t.Dd made ttie da:iakln 
ex~rdln:u7 U-,.:-ut. Our cltu.ell3 u {oll0'1,'S: , 1th an IUldaal.&ndlnc o< tta 1,ep1 c:on&e-
rtght to besr a.--m.:s L, not in penL but I The Sena!.« Crom South Cuollna (Mr. quences; or 
~rWniY ho~ that the &btlilJ' of TMu.xo,c•J. tor lum6eU. Mr. Sr.:TD.. Mr. "Ill dcny!nc ~ &DO<>inL.ment ol OOIUlSCI 
c:rlmin&ls a.r.d <!r~ cr1mJn&la to prey Hna,. and !l(r. 811._~•. proposea an .ipon & C~ U".M the dclend&nt oc pnaon• 
on the pcoi:le &nrl law enfo~ment oC- t.mffldment numbtted l'37 u la not lnd1'enl.. 
ndius Ln m:, Sta.t.e &nd throughO\lt Mr THT'ffi'•OND ,;r Pr_...,_._nt I M<d> No oouMC! ~ln&.ed pursuant to 
~ d l e-j1 t · u .q • .,.. · =•u.:: • MAb9eciJona <bi &nd <c> to repn:sent-
Ame. ,o 13 in IT1\"l! an mm 1 e ask unanimoua coruent that readlnc oC M<ll a State deCeod&nt belnc tried (gr a 
~e:-. • the 1.mendment be d~ with. captl.1.1 otlerue; °" . 
The PRESIDL'-G OFFICER. Uode r The PRESIDINO OFF1CER. Wllh· ""<2> PNOntt YDde.r ca.itt.u aent.ence 
t.he p.revtou orJt:r. tile Senator from out ob~ion, It ls so ordered. ~ direct appea.la In the suu cclUU. 
South . Carolina {Mr. THUUlO!fl>] Is The amendment u u fotlo'A'3: llball haft pre-riously ~pttSenud t..be de-
~ to olt~ a perfect.inc Buike nue T1ro uid lruert ID Ueu thereof tend&nt air t>r3DN!!' at trl&J ar oa diffct 
L'llend:nent rega.rdlnc title II of the t.be follo.-tnc. 11Tl.Ji: TWO-HAB.EA.S ~ ID the cue Car whkll Uw IQPOint• 
bit\. Thue w11l be 6 hours of debate on CORPUS R~~·· mem la made unless the de!,ndallt o, pcta-
the Thurmond L-nendment equally di· KC. • u•~n.u. IU&LU COIU'\."I PIWCU>(;JtU t:'C oner and counsel eXl)ru.,Jy ~uest cot.tin· 
vtded &nd co~~lled 'by the Senator Ul'IT.U.OllD.. ued ttpr-esent.&llon. 
Sou b C __ ,. __ ('11 ~~~ l 1 0 -<el The lneffect.!Tenesa or ~ence from t ... ~ -r. •a~-on . (&> • IClfDAI..-Plirt IY of UUe 14. of counael dlffine State OT ~ru CG!\al.e'nl 
and lhe Sena.tor from Dclaw&re [llr. UDJted Stal.el <Ade. la amended bJ' lnaertinc i,oat<om1rtloft ~tno In a ai,4\.&J cue 
Brno) oc t.hetr deslcnttS,. lernediecei., CoU.o.-tnc ~ lU UM fol• lha!1 ftot be a sTOUnd m ~C In a procttd-
The Senat.or' !rocn Oel&'W'IU"e. loit.inc new ~r: in. ar1aJnc Wilder um chaottt o< Uril UUe. 
Mr. BIDEM. Mr. President. U the "'Ourn:a lk---6nct.u. HAaua ~ TI\111 IUbaectlon aMll "°' lftdudit UW ap. 
Chair Indicated. thet"e la & t-hour tlme hocc,vua 1• Curt.u. Ct.ua polnunen\ of dttfl!ftn\ COONet at any phue 
Umlutlon on this 1.mendmmt. Wh1.t la ::S-:,. oC hder-.t poet-con'1cUon pf'OCftdlrcs. 
1.t ,tue here la the bW before us now Z2-Sl. Dderidanla IUb)ed \e ~Ital pu,uah- 1 z:a.. ~ it-, ., •~ ~ 
ment and pnaonen Ill 8tate •-,. _ _, ••--· . 1-conu.!.na a provlslon relat.lna to habeas casi.od.F sub.IN:& 18 ca"'t&I an- -- .. _.,.. uena- _ .. ~ 
cocpua, I.he so-wled 8MleD bill Ul.&.c. LI tmce: ac,ooCa'-'& ot COU11Rt: u-e 
alttinc at the desk. It bu been &mend· ftCIQlr-aaen& o( nut ol oollrt or ,.., ~ Ute eDU'7 la UM &OQr'OPriate 
ed b7 Senator GtAiLul., th&t. t.ben: LI atatate: pruc,edurea fQr ap- 8t&U CCMJrt ol rttord ol u ..,_ punuant 
nav & h&beu COll)UII pronnon In the potntmenL - l.o aec:Uoe U.Ucl et Uua Utle for a ~er 
kii,sl&Uon ll1tttn11 bef~ as th&t will ""2:U. M.andwr, ll&F of necut.Jcn: du~ under capital eente.-, • wan-an& or OC'der 
h Ucn; lllmlt.a m a1a.,. ol execu- eeu.tnc aa u~ ML.e for a State prtaon• 'be better mown from this point u t e Uoa: ,ucceah-. ~tllJom.. • IU.U N atuOIA..,.. appUeatk,a a...,,. 
Onham·Biden habeu corpus provt- -nu.PWnca111ueu awi,1a s,eUUom: u.ne court that wouJd h&Ye Jw1adkt,&on Oftl' ..,,. 
alon. . ftC111"-en&a; IDlltnc ndeL ~.. fUed punuMll l,e UlM dulc>t.er. 
By ww\lmoul con.,cnt, we ~ '-niK. ~ 1tean1,p; acooe o1 ~r- TIM -..c,licaUon am& rec.lt.e u..t u-- Slate 
wtth OW' &ei>ub11can c:,ollH,cuea and • IW'nEW': db\.r1d mllrt ad.Judi• Ma lnwot.H .Ule IN'Qeedurea ol Uua ~r 
the dllt.lncui&hed Senator from South caUca. • · . .... _ and Ula&. U.. ~ ~ la lldaject . 
Ca.roUna t.h&t. he would offer a subltl- -ixs.. CffUficas.e et probable auae Im.poll- "° at.&7. • ~ · .· " · • - ~ 
... -~ of.... bln -r - caaie.. . • ._ . . • . ,_, A at&F., "4Cllllklll ~~t 
lute to ... ,at ..... ,_,n ... e u,;; ore "JlM. Cou.D9d - eaotta1 caam: trial and le •lleec:Uon (&J lb&ll -~ it- ~ r •• 
us. let me exi,l&ln Um to tnf col- . ..--11:Uen ltaDdardL ,u & &&.ate ~ faila • Ill• a babeU 
le1.c,Je1. lhe habeas corpas provision. -ue,. Law c:cnu-out.nc 1n hdera1 lla.beu OllllW ~ under UMa cb.apCeT wtUaln _ 
ThJa Til1 be the only Yot.e on b.a.beu _ corpa ~ ~- u. dine required Ja ec:c- na a1 Ulla 
c:orp1M we wm have ln Lhe entll'el.7 ol ~- :' •. :; uu.; or .. . . - · .. __ :.: - ~ -1 :;. .:~ ~ . _ - - , 
·.·· . '\ 
,,. .. ·._ .-....  ~ ...... _ ,. -.. 
- _ ..,. -
. - _.... --:- - ·--,·· :-... :...· -. .. 
• . .I • - -
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· -· "<ll upen coi:- ,;:-'!~!cr: -; ! •;~:r!ct_ court and <bl A notice of appeal trom a Judcment o( law. relylnc· 00· lt&ff attorneys o( a ddc:i.:!er 
court of a;: ;,t·a ,.s ~--/ ..., ... r !L'1' ~hia chapter, the dlatrict court In a claim under thla cha.p, ors-aruzaUon. members o( the privat.e bl!..·. or 
the pet!tlon fo r .-~ .!<'.' , .s d.:n1~ a.nd- ter ahall be Clled within 20 days or the entry both· or . · • 
. -<A> the ~lr:-,e ~or ~,:..q; a ~:J~!o n for certJ• or JudcmenL mi a capital lltlp,tlon reaou.rce cen~r. re-
oran hu ex;m cd v.d no ;>etitlon has been <c> A petltloa for a writ. oC certloran to the lY1nc on at&!( auorneys. members oC the pr1-
flled; Supreme Court of the OnJt.ed Stat.ea In a vate bar or both; or 
"(Bl a tlmc!y petllioo !or certloru1 ,·u claim under t.hla chapter ahall be filed (Iii) a ~tatewlde defender o~lzatlon. ~-
filed L"ld the S upreme Court denied the _pe- within 20 days of the lauance or the man- l)'lnc on st.af( attorneys. members of the ;ir1• 
tltion; or • date bJ Lhe court oC appeals. nu bar, or both. 
"(Cl a timely petitlo"\ for certiorari wu •t ZH4. E•W-tia,., llnrinp: ~ of F~r.J The cert.Ulcatlon authority sh&lt 
filed a.nd upcn ccn.slc!en:!on of the cue. lhe '"MW: 4latrict Nert M,iu<llin.tioa <Iv> cert,fy attorneys qu&llfled to ~pre• 
Supreme Cou rt d !s~ !l( lt In a manner -<a> Whennu a State pr1aoner under a eent persona charwed with e&;>lt&l otfenses 
that left the capita.I Kntence unc!lsturbed; captt&l eentence rues a petlUon (or habeu or aent.enced to death: and 
or corpua relief to whlcb t.hla chapter applies, (Tl dn.fl and annually publlah procedur~ 
. "<ll before a court o( com~tent Jur!sdlc· the dlatrtct coun.- and at&nda.rda by which attorneys an ccrtl-
Uon. a State ;irisoner under ca;iit&l aentenc:e "<ll ahall determine the aufflclency o( the fled and rosten of certified attomeyi: uid 
waives the ti lht to pursue habeas con,ua nldentl&ry record for habeu corpua review· lvil pertodlcalb review the ro&ler of certl-
re\·ln.i unc!~r ~ec~ ton l'.:~4 of thi.a title. In lhe and • fled attome)"&. monitor the performance of 
presence of counsel and &!ter havln1 been -(2) May conduct an evtdentlu-, he~ all attorney-a certllled.. and withdraw eertifl• 
ad\•lsed of the co~uences of makin& the when the court. In lu dl.tcretlon. determines cation from an1 attorney who falls to mttt 
walver. that such heannc la nttesaar'J to complete hi.h performance 11.andarda In a ~ to 
'"(cl If one of the condltlona In subsection the record (or habeu corpua review. which the attome la appointed; or fail.I oth· 
<b> hu occurred. no ~enl court thereaI- "(bl Upon the development of a complete tn.lse lo demonatnt.e contlnuln1 com~• 
ter shall have the authority to enter a stay evldentlar, record, the district court shall tence to represent prisonen In capital litip-
of execution or rrull relief In a capil&l case rule on the mertta of the cla..lma properly Uon. 
unless- before ll within the Ume limit.a established -12> In a State that hu a publicly funded 
"Ill lhe ba.s\s for the stay and request for In tttUon 2261 of thla Utle. public defender s)·atem that la not Or-I&nlu-d 
relief !a a claim not pre\ioualy presented In -ccx 1) ex~pt u pro\·lded In pancnph on a 1tate,1de buls. the requlttment..s of 
the St.ate or Feder-1.l couru: <2>. a district court may not consider a auc- atttlon 228l(bl shall have been deemed to 
-c2, the failure to nlse the claim- cnslve cla.lm under thla chapter. han been satisfied If at least one attorney 
"(Al , ·u the result or St.ate action In vio- "<cX 21 A dlatrtct court may only consider appointed punuant to thla chapter before 
latlon of the Constitution or la,a,--a of the a succeaaive cl.aim under thLI cha.pt.er If the tnal lhall be employed by a 1tat.e runded 
United States: petitioner 1ttlu leave to ftle a successive pe, public defender o~anizaUon. If the h iehest 
"CB> , ·u the result of a recornltlon by lhe UUon ln the appropriate court of appeals." court of the State Cinda on an annual buls 
Supreme Court of a neT rund&ment&l rlchl "lcXll ln a cue In ,r;hlch the appropriate that the at.andarda and procedu~ esub• 
that Is retroactively 1,pphcable: or court of appeals er-ant.a leave to me a aucces• lished and maintained by auch or1aniz.atlon 
"<Cl II due to the fact the ciaim is based 11ve petition. the time llmlU establi£hed by c...-h1ch have been filed by such orunl7.alion 
on facu th.,t could not h&\'e been discovered thta chapter lhall be applicable to a.II fur- and re\·le,·e-d by such court on an annu&l 
thro~rh the exer1:ue of rnsonable dlllcence ther p~lncs under the sutte3&lve pell- basal ensure that the attorneys ...-orktn, for 
1n time to present the claim for State or lion. such or11ntz.atlon demonst:-.te cont inuln1 
Feder.ii po.st-conviction re\·ler. J.l2!L I ::65. Certilic• u o( ,robabl, cauw lnapplic• bl, compe_l.t'n~ to ttpre.senl lndleent.s In capital 
"! 3 l the fllm1 of an}· suecessive petition '"The requlremt"nt or a certificate of prob- l1t.:cat1on. 
for a , ·rtt of habeu corpus II authorUed by able cau.,e In order to appeal from the dis· !cl If a State hu not d~ted _to esubllsh 
the appropr:atl' court of appeals tn accord- tr1ct court to the court or appeals d~s not one or more stat.e...-tde cer_t1!lcat 1on author1• 
anc:e v.-1th section 2:!64 lc t and the fa.cu un• apply to habeu corpus cue ubJ t to th . ties to ~rufy coun.,el ell&1ble to bt appoint· 
derlyir.e the claim ...-ould be su!!icient. If chapter. s s ec 11 ed before tnal to represent lndlrenu. Ill the 
pronin. to undermine the court'a confic!ence _ • . . . cue of an apporntment made before trial. at 
In th!" Jury ·, determinat ion of rulll on the 1 -?64. Counsel ,a capital ca-; trial and ,...,. least one attorney appointed under this 
orren.se or or!enses for , ·h1ch the death pen• con•ktlon at.aadanla chapter must hu·e been admitted to pra.c• 
alty 'll."LS imposed. or neTIY di.,covered ra.ct..s. "Ca> A mechanism for the provlsJon of U~ In the court In which the- ~roseeution la 
which a.re- not bued upon or Include opinion counsel services to lndlcenu 1ufflclent to to be tried for not less thaif 5 yea.rs. and 
e\'tdence. expert or olher...-ise. which would Invoke the provislona of thla Ch!lPt.er shall: must have not less than 3 yeL-s' experience 
~ sufficient to undermine the coun..'&.con!I· "( l> pro\·lde ror counsel to lndlcenu In the trial of felony prosecutions In that 
dence In the validity of the dealh aenuoce. char1es wllh offenses for ,·hlch capital pun- court. 
-, %%U. Fil inr o( ha~ .. CO'JUI ptlltloll; UIM ~ 
~ui"m .. nta; tollinc ruin 
"Cal Any petition filed under thla chapter 
ror habeas corpus relief must be filed In the 
appropriate d~lrlct court nol lat.er than 80 
dan arter the Cilln1 In the appropriate 
State court or record of an order ls.sued In 
compliance with section 226l<cl of thla title. 
The time requirement.a established by lhLI 
aectlon shall be tolled-
"( 1 l Crom the date that a petition for cer-
tlorul la filed In the Supreme Court untU 
the date or rtn&l disposition of the petition 
IC a Sute prisoner seek.I review of a capital 
senten« that hu been afflrmed on dJrect 
appe~ by lhe court of lut resort or the 
State or hu othert.'be become final for 
Stale law purposes; and 
·12> dunn1 an additional period not to 
exceed 60 days. If counsel for the State.pr-ta-
oner-
•<Al moves for an ext.ena!on of time In 
~era.l district court. that would hue Jurta-
dlctlon over the cue utl(lfl the nuns of a 
habeas corpws petition under aectlon 2254 oC 
this UUe; and 
-<B> ma.11:.es a 1howlnc of cood cauae for 
oounsel'a lnablllty to rue the habeu corpua 
petition .-!thin the IO da1 period est.ab-
llshc-d by thla aect.lon. A c:ou.rt that flnda 
that cood cau.e hu been abown &hall ex-
plain In ,nunc the bub fa, such a find1n£ 
. (~'.~-:~>.Jf.?=":-, --- - ~- ·~~· · .... .,. .-:~·/:t'' 
:·-:-·:_ ;-
llhment la aou1ht. to lndicenu ,·ho have ldl If a State ha.s not elected to establish 
been sentenced t.o death and who seell:. ap, one or mo~ state-a.ide certi!le1lion authon• 
pellate or collat.e~ ~view In atate court. UN to certUy counsel ell1lble to ~ appoint• 
and to lndl1ent.1 who have been sentenced ed after trial to repre:ient lndl1cnts. In the 
to death and who .eelt certiorari review In cue of an appointment made after tri&l. at 
the United States Sup~me Court; collateral least one attorney appointed under thi.a 
review ln State court. and to lndi1ent.1 who chapter must have been admitted to pnc• 
have been sente~ to death and who seek tin In the court of last resort of the State 
certJorart review In the United Stat.ea Su• for not lesa than S yean, and must have had 
preme Court. not less than J yean· experience In the han• 
"<2> provide for the entry of an order oC a dllns o( appeals In that State court.a In 
court o( ~rd appotntinc one or more felony ca.ses.. 
counael t.o represent the prtaoner except ·ce> Notwltrutandtn1 thla aubsecllon. a 
upon a Judicial Mt.ermlnatlon <alt.er a hear-· court. for cood cause, may appoint another 
Inc. IC neceuaryl that <Al the prlaoner la attorney whoee back1tTOund. ltno,·ledce or 
not lndlcent; or <Bl the pr1aoner 1tnowin1ly experience would othe".-1.se enable the at• 
and lnlellt1ently ,·a.Ives the appointment of tomey to properly represent the defendant. 
counael. with due con.sidention of the sertowmess o( 
•<b>< 1 > Except as provlde-d below, at. least. the possible penalty and the unique and 
one attorne1 appointed pursuant to t.h.la complex nature of the liUcaLlon. 
chapter before lr!al. lf applicable. and at · ·en Upon a flndln1 In ex par•~ proceed· 
leut one att.ome1 appointed punuant. to ln&S that lnveattoUve. expert or other aerv• 
thta chapter attn trial. lf applicable. shall lc:el are reasonably necessary for the ~r-e-
have been certil~ bJ a statewide certlflca• aentaUon of the defmdant.. , ·hether In con• 
tlon authoritJ. Th• Stat.ea may elect. lo nectlon with luues relatlnc to r,.llt or lasues 
create one or more cel1.1flcaUon authorities relatlns to aentence, the court shall author• 
<but not. more than three such certlflcat1on 1:ze the defendant"& attomey to obtain such 
authorities> to perform the raponalbtutlea . . een1ces on behaU ol th~ def,,ndant. and 
set forth below. Tile certJflcaUon "'1thOrlt1 . &hall order- the pa; me:it o( te~ and ex• 
for counael ~t any ~ o_f, a ~I~ -~ .:· penses ther!or. und~r S'Jt.s«-~:.:m <cl. Upon . 
aha.II be: ·· -. · ,._ -· .· ...... '· · · ·• ·• • : - • .._ flndlnc that. Ur.ic'. ;· r,MC'.lre;,ienl of auch 
·. ·m a special commJt.t.ee, conatlt.uted bJ : R\'V1c:Q COU!d net :>r-::i: ::. '.!;· ~w.Llt prior au- · . 
the State court. oC Jut raort. or bJ State thorlzaUon. the c.>':'. :. ~.-.... • .i.uthonze th• •. 
Jh ·: -)~~f if ~;f:~t'tif , . ':~ 
~ oC J./1.i •• •. ,, z n icea:€ Althouch I ha'f'C Introduced anotbeattory ~ f~ ~ h:.!:-,'::.s 
pro tune. , ~ · habeu proposal which the AU.Orne~ rpua renew of capital se~. ;; :$ 
-<a> Tbe cou~ .. ~._ . ··" .;c rr.::le n OeDe.ral and I belieTe to be pre!enble. &!med u •--h'--'-- ,..__ CollOTin"" , .. .. t •· 
to be paid to 'l" • · - , _ · - -,-,· -·ed under ~ ...... WJ1C • • , , . 
Ulla subt9ectior ··1-:~.-~; · : a; -~.~t'.,; ~Y- 8. 88. I b&tt dedded ic, oUer Lhis dea1.h pe:ialty cases should be :;.. :;: .·,· ~ 
em> &.'"Id c,.e :e•:s ,. ! •'(:;:.,--~..s.~~ :.o tie p&J4 amendment wtucb will e!!ectJTdy end to one complete and f&lr course ,,: .::,l -
roc lnvea~~ ... ~ :::::e;-_ : .. ad. tun <"!' n:ason- abuse ol Uie b&beaa procedure. The lateral renew ln t.be 3U.te and Fe..! .. :-:i.l 
.t>lY nece5UIY ...: !", '..:a .1J1:1cr=d under iEue of babeu corpus reform has Un- system. free from t.he tlme p re5.S\:r ::: -: : 
IUtl&ec:tJoa :c : . .1.t ..i..:c.'l ~-~ .x A.-nowiu u sered 1n Conaresa for 9evera1 ,ears tmt,endlnc exceuUon. and wilh the 1..-
t.be court det--n:J:1e;S :.> ~~ rea..<or.~bly nee- and we mu.st act. Alter confemnc wtth sistance of competent oounael f°' \...., • 
es.,ar-, t.o carry cut ~.he ~~u:.~eoa of this a number of Sena.ton and expert.a in d r dant. ~ t.h.... _, t r·;: 
1111~ UiJa ar-ea. I un convinced tba.1 this e en '-"""" ... approp, ,a e, . ;·' 
-, tin. i- cont~: .. , m f,,fru4 u bna cor;>ft pr'OQ08&1 W'&lTa.Dta adopt.Jon by t.hia ~., Is completed., the crlmlnal ;i : :.c-
pr<Kttdinf': ~ u,-,:lvlly body and ta vully auper1or to the ess should be br-oucht to a condu::1~:1. 
-1a _ 5Ut>;ect t.o thta -±. llpteT", •• 11 posa1 peod1nc 1n s. unc» pro- Thb proposal allows a State to b! :.~, 
cblma &llall be ,o,,.•.rned t:y thr :.a-. u It ,-u Thia N&Uon la fa.cini a crlsia ln it.a dnth penalty llttraUon by tu pr!lcn-
wnen I.he ~1•.ic ,itt·s ~ n~r.ce ~ -ne final. crimln&l Ju,st.ke aystem. Ped raJ en within the new &ta.tute by ?ro~!d-
A eow-t <XX\lik!,.rir. , _ IL d£Jm ,J.Ddu t twl ~ h&beu corpus and collateral at:ack ln1 competent counsel fOt' Inmate, a.t 
I.er sh.a.ll coru, let J'\~en.i:i~ .:ll"C.UOna l>J ed 1n dlr ~..4 ol -1 tnal and on State &.nd Federal ha.be:.u 
Ule Supreir.e Cuurt of the C r.i ~ Su.tea proc urea are e n::.iorm. 
which Cl!tahl\sh tu..11<!a.mer.ta.l ronst1tutlonal Thia la mdenced by the slut of ha.beu COfl>US review. Participatlon ln t~e 
r1cnta. petttJooa lD Ule Federal sysum. In ad- new procedures la opUona.1 ~1th _lbe 
-, m,.. Ma~u ror:,u 1\- ~ irnMT1i. diUon., Federal court.a h&w proven to Sta.te.1.. Thi.a leei3_b.t.lon &lso p~vide3 
""tal A ~eru dtlt:1ct court mall deter- be slow 1n Ulelr action on and. In acme foe & 60-d.ay penod within .,·h1c.h a 
mine an r ~t1t ion fo r a wn t of habcu cues. willincnes to ad upon b.a~ Pe~era.l babeu peUUon mWlt be ! 1leJ... 
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J!J1y 16, 1990 
Dl?at Don, 
't'h-'nk you for. thf:" copy 1:,f your 
Clark about the ThurmontJ-Specte-r BU l . 
ooportuni tv to t(l'a<:1 the bi 11 as I <1:ro in 
and August . I also hav~ a sm~ll office 
there . 
-
letter to Charles 
I have not had an 
~ichmona during July 
at the federal court 
You and tare not toq~ther on the subi~ct of feder-
al habeas corpus . As Circuit Justice for CAll and previous-
ly for CA5 , I personally hav• witnessed the ext•nt to which 
this writ ia abusftd in ~apital eases . 
Perh~pa you hav~ read that I personally 00po$e cap-
ital ounis.hment, and have said so puh1 icly a nmnMr of 
times . 
I ~op~ the weath~r in St . Paul is not quite as hot 
as it is ln o.c. , and tn our home of Richmond . 
Bon . Donald P . Lay 
Chief ,Judge 
Sincerely , 
u. s . Court of Apnea1s for th~ 
Eighth Circuit 
P . O. Box 75908 
St . Paul, Minne~ot~ ~8175 
l fp/ss 
CCt Th~ Chief Juetlce 







July 18, 1990 
RE: S. 1970, Sec. 201, Version 2 
I received a copy of the most recent version of Senate 
Bill 1970, Section 201 from Justice Kennedy's chambers. 
They instructed me to send you a copy which I enclose with 
this memo. I also made a copy of Sec. 201 for our files 
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center, or Federal halfway house; 
"(2) the term 'term of life imprisonment' means a sentence for the 
term of natural life, a sentence commuted to natural life, an 
indeterminate term of a minimum of at least fifteen years and a 
maximum of life, or an unexecuted sentence of death; and 
''(3) the term 'murders' means committing first degree or second 
degree murder as defined by section 1111 of this title.". 
(b) AMENDMENT TO CHAPTER ANALYSIS.-The chapter analysis for chapter 51 
of title 18, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof 
th e fo l l ow i n g : 
"1118. Murder by a Federal prisoner.". 
SEC-:- 20-1) SPECIAL HABEAS CORPUS PROCEDURES IN CAPITAL CASES. 
(a) IN GENERAL.-Part IV of title 28, United States Code, is amended by 
inserting immediately following chapter 153 the following new chapter: 
"CHAPTER 154-SPECIAL HABEAS CORPUS PROCEDURES IN CAPITAL CASES 
"Sec. 
"2261. Defendants subject to capital punishment and prisoners in State 
custody subject to capital sentence; appointment of counsel; requirement 
of rule of court or statute; procedures for appointment. 
"2262. Mandatory stay of execution; duration; limits on stays of 
execution; successive petitions. 
"2253. Filing of habeas corpus petition; time requirements; tolling 
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rules. 
"2264. Evidentiary hearings; scope of Federal review; district court 
adjudication. 
"2265. Certificate of probable cause inapplicable. 
"2266. Counsel in capital cases; trial and post-convict.ion standards. 
"2267. Law controlling in Feder-al habeas corpus proceedings; 
retroact.ivity. 
"2268. Habeas corpus time requirements. 
"2261. Defendants subject to capital punishment and prisoners in St.ate 
custody subject to capital sentence; appointment of counsel; requirement 
of rule of court or statute; procedures for appointment 
"(a) This chapter shall apply-
"(1) to-
"(A) cases in which the defendant is tried for a capital 
offense; or 
"(B) cases arising under section 2254 of this title brought by 
prisoners in State custody who are subject to a capital sentence; 
and 
"(2) only if subsections (b) and (c) are satisfied. 
"(b) This chapter is applicable if a State establishes by rule of its 
court of laet resort or by statute a mechanism for the appointment, 
compensation, and payment of reasonable fees and litigation expenses of 
~ 
- -
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competent counsel consistent with section 2266 of this title. 
"(c) Any mechanism for the appointment, compensation, and reimbursement 
of counsel as provided in subsection (b) must offer counsel to all State 
defendants tried for a capital offense and all State prisoners under 
capital sentence and must provide for the entry of an order by a court of 
record-
1'(1) appointing one or more counsel to represent the defendant or 
prisoner upon a finding that the defendant or prisoner-
"(A) is indigent. and has accepted the offer; or 
"(B) is unable competently to decide whether to accept or 
reject the offer; 
"(2) finding, aft.er a hearing, if necessa,-y, that. the defendant or 
prisoner has rejected the offer of counsel and made the decision with 
an understanding of its legal consequences; or 
"(3) denying the appointment of counsel upon a finding that the 
defendant or prisoner is not indigent. 
"(d) No counsel appointed pursuant to subsections (b) and (c) to 
represent-
"(1) a State defendant being tr-ied for a capital offense; or 
"(2) prisoner under- capital sentence during direct appeals in the 
State courts, 
shall have previously represented the defendant or prisoner at trial or 
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on direct appeal in the case for which the appointment is made unless the 
defendant or prisoner and counsel expressly request continued 
representation. 
"(e) The ineffectiveness or incompetence of counsel during State or 
Federal collateral post-conviction proceedings in a capital case shall 
not be a ground for relief in a proceeding arising under this chapter of 
this title. This subsection shall not preclude the appointment of 
different counsel at any phase of Federal post-conviction proceedings. 
"2262. Mandatory stay of execution; duration; limits on stays of 
execution; successive petitions 
"(a) Upon the entr-y in the appropriate St.ate court of record of an 
order pursuant to section 2261(c) of this title for a prisoner under 
capital sentence, a warrant or order setting an execution date for a 
State prisoner shall be stayed upon application to any court that would 
have jurisdiction over any proceedings filed pursuant to this chapter. 
The application must recite that the State has invoked the procedures of 
this chapter and that the scheduled execution is subject to stay. 
"(b) A stay of execution granted pursuant to subsection (a) ~,hall 
expire if-
"(1) a State prisoner fails to file a habeas corpus petition under 
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"(2) upon completion of district court and court of appeals review 
under this chapter, the petition for relief is denied and-
"(A) the time for filing a petition for certiorari has expired 
and no petition has been filed; 
"(B) a timely petition for certiorari was filed and the Supreme 
Court denied the petition; or 
"(C) a timely petition for certiorari was filed and upon 
consideration of the case, the Supreme Court disposed of it 1n a 
manner that left the capital sentence undisturbed; or 
"(3) before a cour· t of competent jurisdiction, a State pri:soner· 
under capital sentence waives the right to pursue habeas corpus 
review under section 2254 of this title, in the presence of counsel 
and after having been advised of the consequences of making the 
waiver. 
"(c) If one of the conditions in subsection (b) has occurred, no 
Federal court thereafter shall have the authority to enter a stay of 
execution or grant relief in a capital case unless-
"(1) the basis for the stay and request for relief is a claim not 
previously presented in the State or Federal courts; 
"(2) the failure to raise the claim-
"(A) was the result of State action in violation of the 
Constitution or laws of the United States; 
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"(B) was the result of a recognition by the Supreme Court of a 
new fundamental right that is retroactively applicable; or 
"(C) is due to the fact the claim is based on facts that could 
not have been discovered through the exercise of reasonable 
diligence in time to present the claim for State or Federal 
post-conviction review; and 
"(3) the filing of any successive petition for a writ of habeas 
corpus is authorized by the appropriate court of appeals in 
accordance with section 2264(c) and the facts underlying the claim 
would be sufficient, if proved, to undermine the court's confidence 
in the jury's determination of guilt on the offense or offenses for 
which the death penalty was imposed or newly discovered facts which 
are not based upon or include opinion evidence, expert or otherwise, 
which would be sufficient to undermine the court's confidence in the 
validity of the death sentence. 
"2263. Filing of habeas corpus petition; time requirements; tolling rules 
"(a) Any petition files under this chapter for habeas corpus relief 
must be filed in the appropriate district court not later than 60 days 
after the filing in the appropriate State court of record of an order 
issued in compliance with section 2261(c) of this title. The time 
requirements established by this section shall be tolled-
"(1) from the date that a petition for certiorari is filed in the 
- -
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Supreme Court until the date of final disposition of the petition if 
a State prisoner seeks review of a capital sentence that has been 
affirmed on direct appeal by the court of last resort of the State or 
has otherwise become final for State law purposes; and 
''(2) during an additional period not to exceed 60 days, if counsel 
for the State prisoner-
''(A) moves for an extension of time in Federal district court 
that would have jurisdiction over the case upon the filing of a 
habeas corpus petition under section 2254 of this title; and 
''(B) makes a showing of good cause for counsel's inability to 
file the habeas corpus petition within the 60-day period 
established by this section. A court that finds that good cause 
has been shown shall explain in writing the basis for such a 
finding. 
(b) A notice of appeal from a judgment of the district court in a claim 
under this chapter shall be filed within 20 days of the entry of 
judgment. 
(c) A petition for a writ of certiorari to the Supreme Court of the 
United States in a claim under this chapter shall be filed within 20 days 
of the issuance of the mandate by the court of appeals. 
''2264. Evidentiary hearings; scope of Federal review; district court 
adjudication 
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"(a) Whenever a State prisoner under a capital sentence files a 
petition for habeas corpus relief to which this chapter applies, the 
district cou1-t-
"(1) shal 1 determine the sufficiency of the evidentiary record for 
habeas corpus review; and 
"(2) may conduct any requested evidentiary hearing when the court, 
in its discretory determines that such hearing is necessary to 
complete the record for habeas corpus review. 
"(b) Upon the development of a complete evidentiary record, the 
district court shall rule on the merits of the claims properly before it 
within the time limits establish in section 2268 of this title. 
"(c)(l) Except as provided in paragraph (2), a dist1-ict court may not 
consider a successive claim under this chapter. 
"(c)(Z) A district court may only consider a successive claim under 
this chapter if the petitioner seeks leave to file a successive petition 
in the appropriate court of appeals. 
"(c)(3) In a case in which the appropriate court of appeale, grante, 
leave to file a successive petition, the time limits established by this 
chapter shall be applicable to further proceedings under the successive 
petition." 
"2255. Certificate of probable cause inapplicable 
"The requirement of a ce1-tificate of probable cause in order to appeal 
.. - -
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from the district court to the court of appeals does not apply to habeas 
corpus cases subject to this chapter except when a second or successive 
petition is filed. 
11 2255. Counsel in capital cases; trial and post-conviction standards 
"(a) A mechanism for the provision of counsel services to indigents 
sufficient to invoke the provisions of this chapter shall-
"(1) provide for counsel to indigents charged with offenses for 
which capital punishment is sought, to indigents who have been 
sentenced to death and who seek appellate or collateral review in 
state court, and to indigents who have been sentenced to death and 
who seek certiorari review in the United States Supreme Court; 
collateral review in State court, and to indigents who have been 
sentenced to death and who seek certiorari review in the United 
States Supreme Court; and 
"(2) provide for the entry of an order of a court of record 
appointing one or more counsel to represent the prisoner except upon 
a judicial determination (after a hearing, if necessary) that (A) the 
prisoner is not indigent; or (B) the prisoner knowingly and 
intelligently waives the appointment of counsel. 
"(b)(l) Except as provided below, at least one attorney appointed 
pursuant to this chapter before trial, if applicable, and at least one 
attorney appointed pursuant to this chapter after trial, if applicable, 
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shall have been certified by a statewide certification authority. The 
State may elect to create one or more certification authorities (but not 
more than three such certification authorities) to perform the 
responsibilities set forth below. The certification authority for counsel 
at any stage of a capital case shall be-
"(i) a special committee, constituted by the State court of last 
resort or by State law, relying on staff attorneys of a defender 
organization, members of the private bar, or both; or 
"(ii) a capital litigation resource cent.er, 1-elying on staff 
attorneys, members of the private bar, or both; or 
"(iii) a statewide defende1- organization, relying on staff 
attorneys, members of the private bar, or both. 
The certification authority shall-
"(iv) certify attorneys qualified to represent persons charged with 
capital offenses or sentenced to death; and 
"(v) draft and annually publish procedures and standards by which 
attorneys are certified and rosters of certified attorneys; and 
"(vi) periodically review the roster of certified attorneys, 
monitor the performance of all attorneys certified, and withdraw 
certification from any attorney who fails to meet high performance 
standards in a case to which the attorney is appointed; or fails 
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1n capital litigation. 
"(2) In a State that has a publicly-funded public defender ,:;ystem that 
is not organized on a state-wide basis, the requirements of section 
226l(b) shall have been deemed to have been satisfied if at least one 
attorney appointed pursuant to this chapter before trial shall be 
employed by a state funded public defender organization, if the highest 
court of the State finds on an annual basis that the standards and 
procedures established and maintained by such organization (which have 
been filed by such organization and reviewed by such court on an annual 
basis) ensure that the attorneys working for such organization 
demonstrate continuing competence to represent indigents in capital 
litigation. 
"(c) If a State has not elected to establish one or more statewide 
certification authorities to certify counsel eligible to be appointed 
before trial to represent indigents, in the case of an appointment made 
before trial, at least one attorney appointed under this chapter must 
have been admitted to practice in the court in which the prosecution is 
to be tried for not less than 5 years, and must have not less than 3 
years' experience in the trial of felony prosecutions in that court. 
"(d) If a State has not elected to establish one or more statewide 
certification authorities to certify counsel eligible to be appointed 
after trial to represent indigents, in the case of an appointment made 
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after trial, at least one attorney appointed under this chapter must have 
been admitted to practice in the court of last resort of the State for 
not less than 5 years, and must have had not less than 3 years' 
experience in the handling of appeals in that State courts in felony 
cases. 
''(e) Notwithstanding this subsection, a court, for good cause, may 
appoint another attorney whose background, knowledge or experience would 
otherwise enable the attorney to properly represent the defendant, with 
due consideration of the seriousness of the possible penalty and the 
unique and complex nature of the litigation. 
''(f) Upon a finding in ex parte proceedings that investigative, expert 
or other services are reasonably necessary for the representation of the 
defendant, whether in connection with issues relating to guilt or issues 
relating to sentence, the court shall authorize the defendant's attorney 
to obtain such services on behalf of the defendant and shall order the 
payment of fees and expenses therefor, under subsection (g). Upon finding 
that timely procurement of such services could not practically await 
prior authorization, the court may authorize the provision of any payment 
of services nunc pro tune. 
''(g) The court shall fix the compensation to be paid to an attorney 
appointed under this subsection (other than State employees) and the fees 
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necessary services authorized under subsection (c), at such rates or 
amounts as the court determines to be reasonably necessary to carry out 
the requirements of this subsection. 
"2267. Law controlling in Federal habea~ corpus proceedings; 
retroactivity 
"In cases subject to this chapter, all claims shall be governed by the 
law as it was when the petitioner's sentence became final. A court 
considering a claim under this chapter shall consider intervening 
decisions by the Supreme Court of the United States which establish 
fundamental rights. 
"221:>8. Habeas corpus time requirements 
"(a) A Federal district court shall determine any petition for a writ 
of habeas corpus brought under this chapter within 110 days of filing 
"(b) The court of appeals shall hear and determine any appeal of the 
granting, denial, or partial denial of a petition for a writ of habeas 
corpus brought under this chapter within 90 days after the notice of 
appea 1 is filed. 
"(c) The Supreme Court shall act on any petition for a writ of 
certiorari in a case brought under this chapter within 90 days after the 
petition is filed. 
"(d) The Administrative Office of United States Courts shall report 
annually to Congress on the compliance by the courts with the time limits 
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established in thi:::, section.". 
"(b) AMENDMENT TO TABLE OF CHAPTERS. -The table of chapter for part IV 
of title 28, United States Code, is amended by inserting after the item 
for chapter 153 the following: 
"154. Special habeas cor·pus procedures in capital cases 2261". 
(c) AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2254 OF TITLE 28.-Section 2254(c) of title 28, 
United States Code, is amended by-
(1) striking "An applicant" and inserting "(1) Except as provided 
in paragraph (2), an applicant"; and 
(2) adding at the end thereof the following: 
"(2) An applicant in a capital case shall be deemed to have exhausted 
the remedies available in the courts of the St.ate when he has exhausted 
any right to direct appeal in the State.". 
TITLE III-USE OF FIREARMS IN CRIMES OF VIOLENCE AND DRUG TRAFFICKING 
CRIMES 
SEC. 301. INCREASED MANDATORY MINIMUM SENTENCES WITHOUT RELEASE FOR 
CRIMINALS USING FIREARMS AND OTHER VIOLENT CRIMINALS. 
Section 924(c)(1) of title 18, United States Code, is amended to read 
as f o 11 ows: 
"(c)(l)(A) Whoever, during and in relation to any crime of violence or 
drug trafficking crime (including a crime of violence or drug trafficking 
I 
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The Hon. Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court (Retired) 
c/o Clerk, Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals 
10th and Main Streets 
Richmond ... Virg inia 2321 9 
Dear Lewis: 
Thanks for the copy of your note to Don Lay and the 
comment about Richmond's summer weather. Jackson had a 
scorching last half of June and first half of July, then 
last Saturday it turned delightfully cool and dry. We are 
still enjoying it, though they say today is the last day we 
will. I was looking back through some old Judicial 
Conference papers and noted where in about 1946 they created 
a committee on air conditioning of court buildings. This 
may be the most worthwhile committee ever formed by the 
Conference. 
Back to habeas corpus for a moment -- I cannot get over 
how naive I was when we started our work. It was my firm 
conviction that we had to be very careful to protect the 
interests of the states in the reforms we structured. Even 
at the end of our processes I thought Congress would balk at 
some of the state burdens we proposed be created. When Don 
Lay and the others at the Conference went overboard, I 
figured they had torpedoed our efforts because Congress 
woul d be outraged . Now I find the U.S. Senate has votad to 
abolish 'state"' collateralr evTe!W~ ~a§ : reason lJ_ea? At 
lea~ era review corrections of trial 0~ 
court violation of the federal Constitution are the result cf 
of state court action. Are we also to take on the job of 
correcting violations of state constitutional and statutory 
law? The erroneous notion that state judges are not as 
smart or well-intentioned as federal judges has been 
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I hear that Congressman Kastenmeier may agree to 
requiring state funding of trial counsel under federal 
standards and bypassing state collateral review, and may 
also throw a spear or two of his own. It looks as though we 
have let a very evil genie out of the bottle in suggesting 
Congress correct habeas corpus abuses. 
Erny joins me in sending our best regards to you and Jo. 
Sincerely, 
I ~ 
P.S.: We were with Sherwood and Tay Wise last week at the 
State Bar Meeting. We spoke warmly of you both. 
1 ~ 
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TALKING POINTS ON TEAGUE v. LANE AND 
RETROACTIVITY ON FEDERAL HABEAS CORPUS 
Teague v. Lane may be the most important decision of the 
Supreme Court in the area of law enforcement since the good faith 
exception to the exclusionary rule was announced in United States 
v. Leon. Both state prosecutors and the Department of Justice 
agree that any alteration of the retroactivity rules established 
in Teague would be a giant step backward in criminal law 
enforcement. Despite these facts, every so-called "reform" 
package offered by the Democratic side repeals Teaaue and 
replaces it with ad hoc rules of retroactivity sure to cause 
addi tional needless delay in habeas corpus proceedings. 
In Teague and subsequent cases , the Supreme Court adopted a 
solution to the retroactivity problem long advocated by Justices 
Harlan and Powell. Under this view, all new criminal law 
decisions are automatically retroactive on direct review -- that 
is throughout the appellate process and up to and including the 
disposition of one petition for certiorari filed with the Supreme 
Court. On the other hand, new decisions are presumed not to 
apply to defendants who have exhausted their appeals and 
subsequently file federal habeas corpus petitions. 
As Justice Powell recently put it in testimony before the 
House subcommittee on crime, the Teague approach to retroactivity 
"represents the common sense idea that a prisoner should not be 
able, years after the fact, to challenge his sentence on the 
basis of law that was not on the books at the time of his crime, 
trial or appeal." 
Chairman Brooks habeas corpus "reform" proposals contained in 
Title XIII of H.R. 5269, and other Democratic proposals would 
overrule the Court's decision in Teague and replace the 
Harlan/Powell approach to retroactivity with what in essence is a 
totality of the circumstances test for determining retroactivity. 
Under the Brook's bill new rules would apply on habeas corpus 
unless the Court determined that application of the rule on 
habeas would "fail to serve the purpose of the new rule," would 
"upset State authorities' reasonable reliance on a different 
rule," and "would seriously disrupt the administration of 
justice." 
The Brooks proposal to overrule Teague would actually 
increase delay in capital cases (which already stands at almost 
seven years from sentence to execution). It would also lead to 
,_ 11'11) 
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the same fairness problems which plagued retroactivity decisions 
before Teague: some defendants would receive the benefit of new 
decisions, while others would not, with no rhyme or reason to the 
process. 
Under the Brooks proposal, the writ of habeas corpus is 
effectively reconstituted as an endless "time machine". For 
example, a defendant properly tried and convicted of murder in 
1980 could succeed in delaying the execution of his sentence for 
a decade, and then simply enter his habeas corpus time machine to 
argue that his conviction is contrary to a new Supreme Court 
decision issued in May 1990. Under the Brooks proposal no 
conviction is ever final, it can constantly be reopened by a new 
decision of the Supreme Court. The effect is what Justice Powell 
called the virtual nullification of the death penalty laws of 37 
States. 
In Chairman Brook's home state of Texas, in 1988 34 persons 
were convicted of first degree murder and sentenced to death, yet 
only three executions occurred in his state in 1988. At the end 
of 1988 Texas had 284 prisoners on death row. The death penalty 
has been effectively nullified in Texas. People are sentenced t o 
death by juries and they are sent to death row, but they are very 
rarely executed. Anti-death penalty forces have successfully 
used the habeas corpus retroactivity rules to frustrate the 
execution of constitutional and lawful sentences in Texas. 
Chairman Brook's "reform" proposals would only increase the 
delay, thus assuring that a penalty which _the vast majority of 
Texans, and Americans, support, will never be enforced. 
The Brooks proposal, and other Democratic proposals, go 
beyond overruling Teague, and overrule several recent Supreme 
Court decisions concerning what constitutes a "new rule" for 
purposes of retroactivity. In the recent cases of Butler v. 
McKellar, and Saffle v. Parks, the Court indicated that where a 
new decision is not dictated by prior precedent, State courts 
would not be penalized on habeas corpus for failure to "predict" 
the new rule. H.R. 5269, and the other Democratic side habeas 
"reform" proposals overrule Butler and Saffle, by defining new 
law as "a sharp break from precedent." 
The potential for additional delay in such "reforms" system 
is obvious. Under the Brooks proposal, convicted murders can 
point to even the most trivial changes in Supreme Court precedent 
as grounds for a new stay of execution, and a new habeas corpus 
hearing, years after they were convicted and sentenced by State 
courts who faithfully followed the law at the time of conviction 
and sentencing. 
The Brooks proposal offends sound notions of federalism. 
State court judges are told that no matter how careful they are, 
no matter how fully and fairly they protect federal rights 
existing at the time of the defendant's trial, no conviction is 
• • 
final because they may have failed to predict future Supreme 
Court decisions. As Justice O'Connor noted in her opinion for 
the Court in Engle v. Isaac, 456 U.S. 107, 128, n. 33 (1982): 
"State courts are understandably frustrated when they faithfully 
apply existing constitutional law only to have a federal court 
discover, during a [habeas corpus] proceeding, new constitutional 
commands." Under Teague state courts are given every incentive - ·· 
to fairly apply existing constitutional guarantees. The Brooks \ 
bill and other Democratic side reform proposals demand that State 
courts actually predict futu s e Court decisions on pain of 
the release of criminal defendants years after their trials. 
It should be noted that the Judicial Conference, which 
amended Justice Powell's recommendations in several respects, 
nonetheless rejected an amendment similar to those proposed by 
House Democrats to reverse Teague. Thus, even those judges who 
disagree with some aspects of habeas reform, realized that Teague 
worked a positive change in the law in terms of both finality and 
fairness. 
Before its decision last Term in Teaaue v. Lane, 109 S. Ct. 
1060 (1989), the Supreme Court applied an ad hoc balancing test 
to determine whether it would give retroactive effect to 
decisions establishing new criminal procedure requirements. This 
approach created substantial unfairness in that often similarly 
situated defendants were treated differently -- some defendants 
receiving the benefit of the new decision -- others not -- with 
no discernible principl e separating the two classes. Not only 
does the Brook' s proposal increase delay, it resurrects this ad 
hoc system where similarly situated habeas petitioners are 
treated differently. 
The Teague rule of nonretroactivity on habeas corpus is 
tempered by two exceptions designed to ensure that no injustice 
occurs. First, all newly recognized constitutional rules that -
prohibit the punishment of certain conduct or prohibit the 
infliction of a certain punishment for a certain crime are given 
retroactive effect. In addition, all new rules which 
significantly enhance the truth-seeking process of criminal 
trials will be retroactively applied to prisoners on habeas 
corpus. 
• • ~~~~ 
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Teague v. Lane may be the most important decision of the 
Supreme Court in the area of law enforcement since the good faith 
exception to the exclusionary rule was announced in United States 
v. Leon. Both state prosecutors and the Department of Justice 
agree that any alteration of the retroactivity rules established 
in Teague would be a giant step backward in criminal law 
enforcement. Despite these facts, every so-called "reform" 
package offered by the Democratic side repeals Teague and 
replaces it with ad hoc rules of retroactivity sure to cause 
additional needless delay in habeas corpus proceedings. 
In Teague and subsequent cases, the Supreme Court adopted a 
solution to the retroactivity problem long advocated by Justices 
Harlan and Powell. Under this view, all new criminal law 
decisions are automatically retroactive on direct review -- that 
is throughout the appellate process and up to and including the 
disposition of one petition for certiorari filed with the Supreme 
Court. On the other hand, new decisions are presumed not to 
apply to defendants who have exhausted their appeals and 
subsequently file federal habeas corpus petitions. 
As Justice Powell recently put it in testimony before the 
House subcommittee on crime, the Teague approach to retroactivity 
"represents the common sense idea that a prisoner should not be 
able, years after the fact, to challenge his sentence on the 
basis of law that was not on the books at the time of his crime, 
trial or appeal." 
Chairman Brooks habeas corpus "reform" proposals contained in 
Title XIII of H.R. 5269, and other Democratic proposals would 
overrule the Court's decision in Teague and replace the 
Harlan/Powell approach to retroactivity with what in essence is a 
totality of the circumstances test for determining retroactivity. 
Under the Brook's bill new rules would apply on habeas corpus 
unless the Court determined that application of the rule on 
habeas would "fail to serve the purpose of the new rule," would 
"upset State authorities' reasonable reliance on a different 
rule," and "would seriously disrupt the administration of 
justice." 
The Brooks proposal to overrule Teague would actually 
increase delay in capital cases (which already stands at almost 
seven years from sentence to execution). It would also lead to 
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the same fairness problems which plagued retroactivity decisions 
before Teague: some defendants would receive the benefit of new 
decisions, while others would not, with no rhyme or reason to the 
process. 
Under the Brooks proposal, the writ of habeas corpus is 
effectively reconstituted as an endless "time machine". For 
example, a defendant properly tried and convicted of murder in 
1980 could succeed in delaying the execution of his sentence for 
a decade, and then simply enter his habeas corpus time machine to 
argue that his conviction is contrary to a new Supreme Court 
decision issued in May 1990. Under the Brooks proposal no 
conviction is ever final, it can constantly be reopened by a new 
decision of the Supreme Court. The effect is what Justice Powell 
called the virtual nullification of the death penalty laws of 37 
States. 
In Chairman Brook's home state of Texas, in 1988 34 persons 
were convicted of first degree murder and sentenced to death, yet 
only three executions occurred in his state in 1988. At the end 
of 1988 Texas had 284 prisoners on death row. The death penalty 
has been effectively nullified in Texas. People are sentenced to 
death by juries and they are sent to death row, but they are very 
rarely executed. Anti-death penalty forces have successfully 
used the habeas corpus retroactivity rules to frustrate the 
execution of constitutional and lawful sentences in Texas. 
Chairman Brook's "reform" proposals would only increase the 
delay, thus assuring that a penalty which _the vast majority of 
Texans, and Americans, support, will never be enforced. 
The Brooks proposal, and other Democratic proposals, go 
beyond overruling Teague, and overrule several recent Supreme 
Court decisions concerning what constitutes a "new rule" for 
purposes of retroactivity. In the recent cases of Butler v. 
McKellar, and Saffle v. Parks, the Court indicated that where a 
new decision is not dictated by prior precedent, State courts 
would not be penalized on habeas corpus for failure to "predict" 
the new rule. H.R. 5269, and the other Democratic side habeas 
"reform" proposals overrule Butler and Saffle, by defining new 
law as "a sharp break from precedent." 
The potential for additional delay in such "reforms" system 
is obvious. Under the Brooks proposal, convicted murders can 
point to even the most trivial changes in Supreme Court precedent 
as grounds for a new stay of execution, and a new habeas corpus 
hearing, years after they were convicted and sentenced by State 
courts who faithfully followed the law at the time of conviction 
and sentencing. 
The Brooks proposal offends sound notions of federalism. 
state court judges are told that no matter how careful they are, 
no matter how fully and fairly they protect federal rights 
existing at the time of the defendant's trial, no conviction is 
• • • 
final because they may have failed to predict future Supreme 
Court decisions. As Justice O'Connor noted in her opinion for 
the Court in Engle v. Isaac, 456 U.S. 107, 128, n. 33 (1982): 
"State courts are understandably frustrated when they faithfully 
apply existing constitutional law only to have a federal court 
discover, during a [habeas corpus] proceeding, new constitutional 
commands." Under Teague state courts are given every incentive · 
to fairly apply existing constitutional guarantees. The Brooks 
bill and other Democratic side reform proposals demand that State 
courts actually predict future Supreme Court decisions on pain of 
the release of criminal defendants years after their trials. 
It should be noted that the Judicial Conference, which 
amended Justice Powell's recommendations in several respects, 
nonetheless rejected an amendment similar to those proposed by 
House Democrats to reverse Teague. Thus, even those judges who 
disagree with some aspects of habeas reform, realized that Teague 
worked a positive change in the law in terms of both finality and 
fairness. 
Before its decision last Term in Teaaue v. Lane, 109 S. ct. 
1060 (1989), the Supreme Court applied an ad hoc balancing test 
to determine whether it would give retroactive effect to 
decisions establishing new criminal procedure requirements. This 
approach created substantial unfairness in that often similarly 
situated defendants were treated differently -- some defendants 
receiving the benefit of the new decision -- others not -- with 
no discernible princip1e separating the two classes. Not only 
does the Brook's proposal increase delay, it resurrects this ad 
hoc system where similarly situated habeas petitioners are 
treated differently. 
The Teague rule of nonretroactivity on habeas corpus is 
tempered by two exceptions designed to ensure that no injustice 
occurs. First, all newly recognized constitutional rules that · 
prohibit the punishment of certain conduct or prohibit the 
infliction of a certain punishment for a certain crime are given 
retroactive effect. In addition, all new rules which 
significantly enhance the truth-seeking process of criminal 
trials will be retroactively applied to prisoners on habeas 
corpus. 
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Teague v. Lane may be the most important decision of the 
Supreme Court in the area of law enforcement since the good faith 
exception to the exclusionary rule was announced in United States 
v. Leon. Both state prosecutors and the Department of Justice 
agree that any alteration of the retroactivity rules established 
in Teague would be a giant step backward in criminal law 
enforcement. Despite these facts, every so-called "reform" 
package offered by the Democratic side repeals Teaaue and 
replaces it with ad hoc rules of retroactivity sure to cause 
additional needless delay in habeas corpus proceedings. 
In Teague and subsequent cases, the Supreme Court adopted a 
solution to the retroactivity problem long advocated by Justices 
Harlan and Powell. Under this view, all new criminal law 
decisions are automatically retroactive on direct review -- that 
is throughout the appellate process and up to and including the 
disposition of one petition for certiorari filed with the Supreme 
court. On the other hand, new decisions are presumed not to 
apply to defendants who have exhausted their appeals and 
subsequently file federal habeas corpus petitions. 
As Justice Powell recently put it in testimony before the 
House subcommittee on crime, the Teague approach to retroactivity 
"represents the common sense idea that a prisoner should not be 
able, years after the fact, to challenge his sentence on the 
basis of law that was not on the books at the time of his crime, 
trial or appeal." 
Chairman Brooks habeas corpus "reform" proposals contained in 
Title XIII of H.R. 5269, and other Democratic proposals would 
overrule the Court's decision in Teague and replace the 
Harlan/Powell approach to retroactivity with what in essence is a 
totality of the circumstances test for determining retroactivity. 
Under the Brook's bill new rules would apply on habeas corpus 
unless the Court determined that application of the rule on 
habeas would "fail to serve the purpose of the new rule," would 
"upset State authorities' ~easonable reliance on a different 
rule," and "would seriously disrupt the administration of 
justice." 
The Brooks proposal to overrule Teague would actually 
increase delay in capital cases (which already stands at almost 
seven years from sentence to execution). It would also lead to 
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the same fairness problems which plagued retroactivity decisions 
before Teague: some defendants would receive the benefit of new 
decisions, while others would not, with no rhyme or reason to the 
process. 
Under the Brooks proposal, the writ of habeas corpus is 
effectively reconstituted as an endless "time machine". For 
example, a defendant properly tried and convicted of murder in 
1980 could succeed in delaying the execution of his sentence for 
a decade, and then simply enter his habeas corpus time machine to 
argue that his conviction is contrary to a new Supreme Court 
decision issued in May 1990. Under the Brooks proposal no 
conviction is ever final, it can constantly be reopened by a new 
decision of the Supreme Court. The effect is what Justice Powell 
called the virtual nullification of the death penalty laws of 37 
States. 
In Chairman Brook's home state of Texas, in 1988 34 persons 
were convicted of first degree murder and sentenced to death, yet 
only three executions occurred in his state in 1988. At the end 
of 1988 Texas had 284 prisoners on death row. The death penalty 
has been effectively nullified in Texas. People are sentenced to 
death by juries and they are sent to death row, but they are very 
rarely executed. Anti-death penalty forces have successfully 
used the habeas corpus retroactivity rules to frustrate the 
execution of constitutional and lawful sentences in Texas . 
Chairman Brook's "reform" proposals would only increase the 
delay, thus assuring that a penalty which _the vast majority of 
Texans, and Americans, support, will never be enforced. 
The Brooks proposal, and other Democratic proposals, go 
beyond overruling Teague, and overrule several recent Supreme 
Court decisions concerning what constitutes a "new rule" for 
purposes of retroactivity. In the recent cases of Butler v. 
McKellar, and Saffle v. Parks, the Court indicated that where a 
new decision is not dictated by prior precedent, State courts 
would not be penalized on habeas corpus for failure to "predict" 
the new rule. H.R. 5269, and the other Democratic side habeas 
"reform" proposals overrule Butler and Saffle, by defining new 
law as "a sharp break from precedent." 
The potential for additional delay in such "reforms" system 
is obvious. Under the Brooks proposal, convicted murders can 
point to even the most trivial changes in supreme Court precedent 
as grounds for a new stay of execution, and a new habeas corpus 
hearing, years after they were convicted and sentenced by State 
courts who faithfully followed the law at the time of conviction 
and sentencing. 
The Brooks proposal offends sound notions of federalism. 
State court judges are told that no matter how careful they are, 
no matter how fully and fairly they protect federal rights 
existing at the time of the defendant's trial, no conviction is 
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final because they may have failed to predict future Supreme 
Court decisions. As Justice O'Connor noted in her opinion for 
the Court in Engle v. Isaac, 456 U.S. 107, 128, n. 33 (1982): 
"State courts are understandably frustrated when they faithfully 
apply existing constitutional law only to have a federal court 
discover, during a [habeas corpus] proceeding, new constitutional 
commands." Under Teague state courts are given every incentive · 
to fairly apply existing constitutional guarantees. The Brooks 
bill and other Democratic side reform proposals demand that State 
courts actually predict future Supreme Court decisions on pain of 
the release of criminal defendants years after their trials. 
It should be noted that the Judicial Conference, which 
amended Justice Powell's recommendations in several respects, 
nonetheless rejected an amendment similar to those proposed by 
House Democrats to reverse Teague. Thus, even those judges who 
disagree with some aspects of habeas reform, realized that Teague 
worked a positive change in the law in terms of both finality and 
fairness. 
Before its decision last Term in Teague v. Lane, 109 S. Ct. 
1060 (1989), the Supreme Court applied an ad hoc balancing test 
to determine whether it would give retroactive effect to 
decisions establishing new criminal procedure requirements. This 
approach created substantial unfairness in that often similarly 
situated defendants were treated differently -- some defendants 
receiving the benefit of the new decision -- others not -- with 
no discernible principle separating the two classes. Not only 
does the Brook's proposal increase delay, it resurrects this ad 
hoc system where similarly situated habeas petitioners are 
treated differently. 
The Teague rule of nonretroactivity on habeas corpus is 
tempered by two exceptions designed to ensure that no injustice 
occurs. First, all newly recognized constitutional rules that · 
prohibit the punishment of certain conduct or prohibit the 
infliction of a certain punishment for a certain crime are given 
retroactive effect. In addition, all new rules which 
significantly enhance the truth-seeking process of criminal 
trials will be retroactively applied to prisoners on habeas 
corpus. 
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MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE 
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33602 
July 31, 1990 
Honorable Bob Graham 
United States Senator 
241 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510-0903 
Dear Senator: 
3 AUG 1990 
~~ ~ 
;J-r:r,:_  
Thank you for your letter of July 18, 1990, asking for 
my comments concerning the habeas corpus reform provisions of 
S. 1970. I am happy to respond, but I am obliged to note that 
my views are solely my own and do not necessarily express the 
opinion of any other judge, the Judicial Conference of the 
United States, or the Powell Committee. 
In your remarks to the Senate you pointed out the central 
differences between your proposed amendment and the one 
offered by Senator Thurmond, and I have organized my comments 
by focusing upon the same points. As you will see, except for j 
~ couple o_f~gg~s~ions, I tend to favor your proposal in each 
in~ - ---
----------.,, 
1. Exhaustion of State remedies. 
While your proposal makes no explicit reference to the 
exhaustion requirements of §2254(b), it seems clear from the 
interaction of§§ 2257(c) and 2258(b) (2), coupled with your 
remarks on the floor, that the exhaustion requirement would 
be preserved by your amendment. This was also the approach 
taken in the Powell Committee recommendation; but I note that 
your proposal omitted §2259 of the Bill recommended by the 
Powell Committee (entitled Evidentiary Hearings; Scope of 
Federal Review, etc.). The reason for this omission is not 
apparent to me, and you may wish to consider adding that 
provision to your proposal in order to strengthen the 
retention of the exhaustion requirement as well as the 
procedural default preclusion (embodied in your §2257(c)) of 
successive petitions asserting claims not previously raised 
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In any event, the Thurmond amendment expressly dispenses 
with the exhaustion requirement in capital habeas cases, and 
excludes from the time-of-filing requirements any tolling 
period measured by the time the case is pending in the state 
courts on post conviction collateral review proceedings. 
I agree with you, as expressed in your floor remarks, 
that retention of the exhaustion requirement in capital habeas 
cases is vital to the promotion of federalism and comity which 
support the delicate balance between our dual systems for the 
administration of justice, state and federal; and it is 
precisely in these cases in which federalism and comity 
presently have the greatest need for nurture because it is 
these very cases which are now producing the point of greatest 
friction between the two systems. Moreover - - and of even 
greater practical importance in this context - - the 
elimination of the requirement of exhaustion of state remedies 
will not, in my opinion, accomplish the intended object of 
expediting the overall process. In fact, it may have just the 
opposite effect for the reasons that follow. 
One claim that is now litigated in every case is a Sixth 
Amendment, ineffective assistance of counsel claim relating 
to the performance of both trial and appellate counsel. Of 
course, by the very nature of the claim, it is never made on 
direct appeal and is only raised for the first time in the 
collateral proceedings. Also, the nature of the claim is such 
that an evidentiary hearing is more likely to be required 
(i.e., matters such as the extent of counsel's preparation or 
the availability of unused alibi witnesses, etc., cannot be 
decided on the record of the trial alone.) 1 State trial court 
judges, by my observation and experience, have become 
diligent, prompt and thorough in their handling of necessary 
evidentiary hearings in habeas cases; and, once the litigation 
reaches the federal District Court, we are not only entitled 
to rely upon the record of those hearings, we are required to 
give deference to the state court's findings of fact by 
§2254(d). See Sumner v. Mata, 449 U.S. 539, 101 s.ct. 764 
Claims concerning an alleged non-production by the 
prosecution of so-called Brady or exculpatory material is 
another kind of claim which is frequently made for the first 
time in the habeas phase of the litigation and often requires 
an evidentiary hearing to resolve. 
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(1981). It is also important to note that the state trial 
judge is, more often than not, in a much better position to 
conduct hearings and make findings on these issues because he 
or she was the judicial officer who presided over the trial 
and observed the challenged conduct of counsel; and, more to 
the point here, the state trial judge is much more likely to 
be in a position to schedule and conduct the hearing almost 
immediately due to the availability of time on the calendar 
and ready access to the existing record. As a result of this 
procedure, in all of the capital habeas cases coming before 
me, only a handful have required evidentiary hearings in this 
court. If exhaustion of post conviction collateral remedies 
in the state courts is dispensed with, it would necessarily 
mean that the conduct of evidentiary hearings in virtually 
every case would simply be shifted from state to federal 
court, and, rather than expediting such proceedings, I predict 
that even more time would be consumed and the interests of 
comity and federalism will have been sacrificed for nothing. 
(It would also substantially increase the burden on a federal 
system which is already overtaxed). 
Finally, to the extent that dispensing with exhaustion 
would result in parallel proceedings going forward in both the 
state and federal courts at the same time (or sequentially 
with the proceeding in state court coming afterward rather 
than before), there would, in many cases, be a waste of 
judicial time and labor on the federal side. While I cannot 
cite hard statistical data for this - - though I'm sure it 
could be obtained from the various states - - there are a 
significant number of cases in which some measure of relief 
is granted in state habeas proceedings so that the case never 
reaches federal court at all, or, if it does progress to 
federal court, the issues presented are narrowed in scope 
and/or the record producing them is better developed than 
would have been true if the case had come to federal court 
first. 
2. Time of Filing requirement. 
Your proposal as I read it would require (or permit) 
filing of the habeas petition in federal court within 365 days 
after the appointment of counsel, with that period being 
tolled (1) during the time the case is pending in the Supreme 
Court on certiorari following direct appeal; (2) during the 
time the case is pending in the state courts on collateral 
review and in the Supreme Court on petition for certiorari; 
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and (3) during an additional 90 days which may be granted by 
the District Court on a showing of good cause. 
I pause to point out one problem here which stems, I 
believe, from a if e ence e ween your proposal and the 
Powell Committee report which you apparently used as a general 
model or guide. Your provision (§2260) requires, as a 
precondition to the application of the statute, the 
appointment of counsel at trial as well as for purposes of 
post conviction appellate or collateral review. The Powell 
Committee report dealt with the appointment of counsel only 
in the post conviction collateral review stage; and, 
therefore, the time of filing requirement was triggered by the 
appointment of that counsel with tolling afforded for the time 
then spent in state court exhausting remedies before coming 
to federal court. If, however, counsel is to be appointed 
under this statutory scheme for trial, then, I suggest, you 
will need to consider either (1) changing the triggering 
device for the running of the habeas time-of-filing 
requirement to the completion of the trial and any proceedings 
on direct review, and/or the appointment of separate counsel 
for post conviction collateral proceedings, or (2) provide an 
additional tolling provision for the time taken by trial and 
appeal. Otherwise, given a literal application of your 
proposal as it stands, the 365 day filing period for the 
federal habeas proceeding would begin to run before trial and 
would not be tolled by the time taken for trial or any direct 
appeal. 
The Thurmond amendment resents the same roblem and 
allows only 60 days from the appoin~men 
fi ~ ral habeas petition. That period is then 
tolled only while the case is pending in the Supreme Court on 
certiorari following direct review. 
I respectfully suggest that the Thurmond period is 
en~ rt, aE_d that your provisio~ is 
to~ . I suggest that 365 ays is t:oo long w e you 
consider that, under your proposal, (1) new competent counsel 
must be appointed for post conviction review at the outset of 
the state habeas proceeding; (2) the filing period is tolled 
during the pendency of the state habeas proceeding, including 
any appeals; and, most importantly with respect to this point, 
(3) the federal court petition may only include those claims 
presented to the state court . Under that progress i on, 
t herefore, t he c ase must be fully prepared l ong before i t 
r eaches federa l court , and t h e allowanc e o f a ny substant ial 
~ 
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period of time between the end of the state habeas proceeding 
and the commencement of the federal proceeding seems 
unnecessary. 2 It was for that reason that the Powell 
Committee settled on a period of 180 days (or six months) and 
I still favor that resolution. 
Conversely, the Thurmond provision is much too short, 
especially if no exhaustion is required in state court (and 
no tolling is afforded for state court habeas proceedings). 
That would mean that new counsel would have to review the 
record and prepare the case from scratch in less than two 
months from the date of appointment. I think the states will 
find it impossible to recruit counsel in such circumstances. 
Again, I suggest the 180 day period as the preferable time to 
be allowed. 
I would also suggest a modification of the tolling scheme 
embodied in §2258(b) (2) of your proposal. Under that 
provision as it stands the tolling period would continue, not 
only during the state court collateral review litigation, but 
during any certiorari proceedings in the Supreme Court as 
well. 
Under the present state of affairs, a capital habeas 
petitioner gets his case to the Supreme Court at least three 
times: (1) upon completion of his appeal or direct rev 1~ in 
t hestate courts; (2) upon completion of collateral review or 
habeas proceedings in the state courts; and (3) upon 
completion of collateral review or habeas proceedings in the 
federal courts. Under the Powell Committee report (Section I 
2258 of the Powell Committee's proposed bill) no tolling was 
allowed for any time taken by the second of these proceedings 
before the Supreme Court, i.e., certiorari following the state 
court habeas litigation. The Powell Committee explained this 
position as follows: 
2 I recognize that some of the time would expire up 
front after the appointment of counsel and before the tolling 
effected by commencement of the state court habeas litigation; 
and, for that reason, the federal time-of-filing provision 
necessarily encourages prompt initiation of the state 
col lateral review proceedings as well. Even so, a full year 
for the comme ncement o f t hose proceedings seems gene r ous. 
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Under section 2258(a), the 180 day period is 
tolled when a state prisoner files a petition for 
certiorari in the Supreme court after affirmance of 
his capital sentence on direct appeal to the state 
court of last resort. It is extremely important to 
recognize, as section 2258 (b) makes clear, that 
there is no comparable tolling rule to permit the 
filing of certiorari petitions after state post-
conviction review. The Committee believes that 
multiple opportunities for supreme Court revf ew are 
noe e sen i a o airness 1 e consi era ion f 
c ~ i t:al cases. I n- t h .fs vein, it would point out 
that of the 106 capital cases in which the Supreme 
Court has granted certiorari since 1972, only 2 came 
to the Court from state post-conviction review. 
Elimination of this step does not result in 
disadvantage to the state prisoner, since all issues 
raised in state post-conviction review can be 
carried forward in a section 2254 petition and 
ultimately presented to the Supreme Court. 
3. Time of Decision requirement. 
Section 2268 of the Thurmond amendment requires that the 
District Court decide all capital habeas cases within 110 days 
of filing; that the Court of Appeals decide any appeal within 
90 days after the notice of appeal is filed; and that the 
Supreme Court act on any petition for certiorari within 90 
days after the petition is filed. Significantly, however, as 
pointed out in your remarks on the floor, the bill is silent 
with regard to the consequences of any failure to comply with 
those requirements - - no sanctions are specified. Is it 
intended that the petition be deemed to be granted if not 
decided within the time allowed? Surely not; but it would be 
equally bizarre to think that such a petition must be deemed 
to be denied if not decided within that time. One is forced 
to conclude, therefore, that there is no consequence flowing 
from a violation - - that the statute is precatory in nature 
- - and such a provision is likely to accomplish very little 
except to create a new field for contention and litigation, 
a result that is entirely counterproductive in relation to 
the goals of its proponents. 
Let me also suggest that these time constraints are 
unnecessary. I realize the existence of a widely held 
perception that inordi nate delay occu rs in the federal courts. 
This results primarily from the fact that i t i s t he federal 
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courts which are called upon, after the case has been pending 
in the state systems for several years, to stay scheduled 
executions at the eleventh hour following exhaustion of state 
remedies. The truth is, however, as statistics gathered by 
the Powell Committee demonstrated, that most of the capital 
habeas cases pend in the federal courts for a much shorter 
period of time than they do in the state systems. 3 
The Thurmond amendment (§2268(d)) requires the 
Administra 1ve Of ice United States Courts to make 
annual reports to Congress concerning compliance. I would 
respectfully suggest, building on that idea, that the 
provisions of that section requiring action within stated time 
periods be deleted, and that the A.O. should be required to 
make annual reports concerning the time actually taken by the 
federal courts in disposing of these cases. Then, if actual 
experience demonstrates a need, Congress can revisit the 
subject and tailor a provision, perhaps, with specific 
priorities and/or sanctions responsive to that demonstrated 
need. 
4. Retroactivity of new Constitutional principles. 
Your proposal, as I read it - - §2255A - - is apparently 
intended to overrule Teague v. Lane, ___ U.S. ___ , 109 
s.ct. 1060 (1989), and codify the pre-Teague retroactivity 
standard of Linkletter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618, 85 s.ct. 1731 
(1965). 
3 I do not mean by this observation to point fingers at 
the state courts. On the contrary, as previously mentioned, 
the state court proceedings should require more time given the 
opportunity for both direct and collateral review, and the 
obligation to conduct any necessary evidentiary hearings. I 
mean only to make the point that, in fact, contrary to what 
many suppose, capital habeas proceedings are not languishing 
unattended in the District Courts. The delay occurs before 
the case ever gets to federal court, i.e. , there is no 
incentive for a petitioner to proceed with his collateral 
remedies until the death warrant is issued; and, of course, 
that is the central issue addressed by this legislation. To 
go further and establish precatory time limits after the case 
reaches federal court would accomplish nothing except, as 
prev iously noted, the creation of a new field of litigation 
and endless pos turing by t h e p a r ties . 
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The Thurmond amendment (§2267), quite frankly, is an 
enigma to me. The second sentence seems to be a contradiction 
of the first sentence, and I cannot make out what is intended 
vis-a-vis the rule of Teague vs. Lane or otherwise. 
In any event, this issue involves a policy choice about 
which I have reservations as to whether it would be 
appropriate for me to make any specific recommendation. I 
would urge, however, that if the Thurmond amendment goes 
forward, it should be clarified on this point before final 
passage. 
5. Leave to File Successive Petitions. 
Both your proposal (§2257) and the Thurmond amendment 
(§2262) substantially track the Powell Committee 
recommendation and narrowly ' circumscr i oe the entertai nment of 
su~ petitions except in three clearly defined 
situations. The Thurmond amendment goes one step further, 
however, and requires that leave to file a successive petition 
must first be sought and obtained from the Court of Appeals. 
I recognize that the intent of this added requirement is 
to insure that successive petitions are not manipulated as 
frivolous instruments of delay, but I suggest that such a 
requirement may well be counterproductive in relation to that 
object. 
The exceptions which permit a successive petition entail, 
in some respects, a fact intensive inquiry, i.e., is the claim 
"· .. based on a factual predicate that could not have been 
discovered (earlier] through the exercise of reasonable 
diligence (? J" Courts of Appeal by their nature are ill 
equipped, and are therefore loathe, to resolve factual 
disputes. I foresee a distinct likelihood, therefore, that 
in many cases an application seeking leave to file a 
successive petition in the District Court based on alleged, 
newly discovered facts will be referred in the first instance 
to the District Court for its findings on the factual 
predicate of the application, thence back to the Circuit 
Court, thence (if leave is allowed) back to the District Court 
for consideration on the merits, thence back to the Circuit 
Court again; and, further, if leave was allowed by the Court 
of Appeals, there is a greater likelihood that the District 
Court will grant a c ert i ficate of p r obable cause for appeal 
at the end of the process t han might otherwis e have been the 
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case if the District Court had considered the petition in the 
first instance and determined it to be meritless. In short, 
getting the Court of Appeals involved up front in the handling 
of successive petitions may well undermine and subvert the 
very object of that proposal. I suggest, accordingly, that 
you may want to consult members of the Courts of Appeals 
concerning this point. 
I hope you find these comments helpful and, of course, 
I will try to answer any questions you may have concerning any 
of this material. 








August 6, 1990 
Dear Terry, 
Thank you for the copy of your letter of July 31 to 
Senator Graham. Your letter is timely as I have not yet had an 
opportunity carefully to review Senator Graham's proposal. 
Your letter should be helpful to Senator Thurmond and 
other members of the Senate Judiciary Committee. As you noted, the 
Thurmond proposal for the most part adopts our Committee's 
recommendations. 
My guess is that with elections in November, and Congress 
now in adjournment for four weeks, no action will be taken on 
habeas corpus reform at the current session of Congress. 
I am sending copies of your thoughtful letter to other 
members of our committee and to The Chief Justice. I am sitting on 
CA 11 September 19 and 20, and hope to see you then. 
Honorable Wm. Terrell Hodges 
United States District Court 
United States Courthouse 
Tampa, Florida 33602 
LFP/djb 
cc: The Chief Justice 
Sincerely, 
Committee Members, Roney, Clark, Sanders & Pearson 
be: R. Hewitt Pate, III, Esquire 
- -DONALD P. LAY UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
CHIEF JUDGE ,~ 
P. o. BOX 715908 '\ 0 ~UG 
1ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 15151,ofr 
EIGHTH CIRCUIT 




The Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Retired Associate Justice 
Supreme Court of the United States 
1 First street, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
I have just returned home from our Eighth Circuit Judicial 
Conference in Kansas City and received your good letter. I wish 
you could have been at our Conference this year. We invited the 
State Supreme Court Justices from the seven states within the 
circuit as our guests. I was privileged to moderate a panel of 
Chief Justices of the seven states on federal-state relations. In 
the 25 years I have been on the court, it is the most positive step 
we H e en 1 · relations and having a better 
understanding of federal-state problems. 
The proposed elimination of the s~:!~ eo~t conviction review 
by the Thurmond-Specter bill can only ead to further resentment 
in federal-state relations. I do hope that you would have an 
opportunity to review the bill and let the Conference know your 
views on it. 
I regret the disagreement with your position and with those 
of us who sought to modify the Powell Committee Report at the time 
of the Conference. My main concern at the time of the Conference 
was the absence of com etent counsel at the state tri level. I 
• ------ ~.....::'.".~--:!"-r--=-,,,=......,,,l""-..-~==----=-C"'-::,--~~~=--=-:-'.· . still have tha~ concern u i wou ear e congressional bill 
has now taken care of that problem. I hope that you will not find 
in our disagreement any lack of respect for either you or Chief 
Justice Rehnquist. I teach a small seminar on the Supreme Court 
at the University of Minnesota and I have long held out the two of 
you as being two of my heroes on the court. 
Hope you are having a good summer. 
regards. 
With kind personal 
Sincerelv.... yours, 
DPL/ja 




August 22, 1990 
Dear Don, 
Your letter of August 6 was forwarded to me here in 
Richmond where Jo and I have kept a home, and where also I have 
Chambers in the federal court. The Clerk's Office of CA4 is here, 
and as you know I sit from time to time on that Court. 
I certainly agree with you that competent counsel at the 
state as well as federal habeas level is essential to the fairness 
of our system. Perhaps our difference is that rather than prescribe 
a standard that some states simply couldn't meet, the committee I 
chaired left this issue to the states. This was a close call with 
me. 
I can assure you, Don, that our disagreement in this 
respect does not in any way detract from my admiration of you. I 
feel somewhat at home in st. Paul. West Publishing Company is 
headquartered there and Dwight Opperman has long been a friend of 
mine, as he is of yours. 
Whenever you are at the Supreme Court where I have my 
principal Chambers, it would give me pleasure if you came in to see 
me. 
Sincerely, 
Honorable Donald P. Lay 
Chief Judge, United States Court of Appeals 
for the Eighth Circuit 
P.O. Box 75908 
st. Paul, Minnesota 55175 
LFP/djb 
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P?[S!D~tJT BUSH: Thank you all very much. Please be seated and 
please t~k~ off your coats. I mean, it's a little warm out here in 
the P05e Garden. 
Well, thank you, Attorney General Thornburgh and US attorneys, 
state ~ttorne ys general. I see our Director of the FBI here and 
loc.?.1 district attc,rr,eys, and ,:,ther law enfc,rcement ,:,fficials. I am 
just delighted to have this opportunity to welcome our nation's 
-pros ecuto~s to the White House. 
J ~now that you spent the morning over at [the Department of] 
Justice wi th Dick Thornburgh -- we just -- I just got briefed on 
that-·-- disn:.~-~-ing the legal chc•.nge:. that we need tc, help yc•Ll do 
you r jo~s mn ye ~ffectively. And I know that other subjects are 
i:-•r·ec11:.cu i;Yi'·; ;1 i'~.11 •-~•f us these dB.ys, but I repeat today what I said 
l°ast i.,.1F+~:.. Drugs and vic,lent crime remain a. tc,p priority. And ,:,n 
behi:\)f of 2.; l lfl E' American people I want tc, thank you, all ,:,f y,:,u, 
fot ,, .,-,; l.: :i : ,,;: -:_ ,:.:, h~l p u:=.: tc1.ke ba.,: k the stt-eets. 1,Je -- (appl aLt:-e) ---
k r ":.,w r u; l •,,n: : 1 that the 1 i fe i:,f a pr,:,secutc,r i =-· n,:,t easy. Fc,r 
gift ;., ,~ he ~·,:.; ... ,,., d iriiJ lawyers like y,:,L1rselves, the financial sacrifice 
i !:' j ftt , f! t-' f 1 ":::-E' • 
An d m0~~ i~µ0rt~ntly~ over the past 30 years, America's criminal 
jus ·li,:c:> .-_;yi.:L-em h -:? '.:. become- b,:,g9E·d d,:,i,.m 1,,.•ith te,:hni,:.,.-~lities that 
~t y rr,i !::.' ,:.-, , , .. p1 · 0:..1::,·F•.: ut O "i,.s. ' simple g,:,al s, t6 !:-ee the truth cc,me c,ut, the 
guil t .:1 pL.,.r,i ~.:: }'.ed: the law upheld: a.nd jL1sti,:e d,:,ne. T,:11:, many times, 
iP i;,:: ,,:_, ,T1:c'.r1j' ·.::-':i·:== p~~, t,:,o ma.ny ct-iminc1.ls g,:, f1,.ee becausE· the scales of 
just i ·: e 2i-· t:." , __ ;r-,fait· ly loaded .a.ga.inst dedi,:cc<.ted 1?..Wmen and wc,men like 
you. . 
;"5_: , 1cE:' t d kir1Q c,ffice, WE''ve w,:,rked with many c,f yc•Ll tc, try tc, 
5teady the scales of justice, to seek a fair balance between the 
legitimate rights of criminals and iriminal suspects and soci~~y's 
riaht to arotect itself from evil predators. And America took an 
im~ortant. step towards balancing these scales when I had th~ chance 
to namP ~ tou J~, fair-minded, intellectually brilliant judge as my 
fir~-t r, i: ,r11ir1 P P t :o the SL1preme Cc1L1rt, New Hampshire's judge David 
Soutur. (Applause.) 
Wi th a decarle of law enforcement experience prior to being 
elev,-:4f.. r:?d "i.: , ... th£= b~n,:h, ~Tudge S,:..,uter c.,::imes fr,:,m y,:,ur own ranks. The 
Senc:<.t':-' :-- ~. ;.il' ts. thesP confirmation hearings t,:,m,:,rrc,w, and I call c,n 
them to act swiftly so that he can take his place as the only career 
prei ~.=-e c u t.,:.r· ,:.-,r, t. he Ci:.1u i- t -- (applause) --· in ti me for the Cc,Ltr t' s 
fir::.t :::itt.i ,, si. U--1ppla.u:-e ,:,:,ntinue: . • ) 
A"cl: er coui·~e, I am very pleased -- all ,:,f LIS are pleased 
that the American Bar Association gave him their highest rating by a 
un e..1,i1",:..,us v ,::. Le: and we•'re es.pe,:ially pleased that the Nati,:,nal 
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Distri~t Attor neys Association endorsed Judge Souter for the Supreme 
Co1_1 r· t, r,raisjn9 him a<: "a to1_1gh anti-c·rime jLtdge. 11 Thi:- is a grc,up 
that kn0~s all too well the problems with the criminal justice 
system thdt all too often simply doesn't work. 
And that's why I stood before the Capitol on a rainy day in May 
last ye2 r , cl!1d many of you were there, calling on Congress to pass 
legislation to give our prosecutors and police · 
the tools they need to fight back against the epidemic of violent 
crime still raging in America. That was over a year ago, a~d 
despite the urgency of the problem, the Congress has failed to act 
on key aspects of my proposal. What's worse, several measures 
receiving serious consideration in the House this week would 
actually weaken law enforcement and hamper your efforts to protect 
' the citizens of this nation. 
But your presence here _today sends a powerful warning to 
Congiess: 6 shot &cross the bow of a ship that is moving in th e 
wron8 dire~ti0n. We will not accept a crime bill that is tougher on 
la,.; e n f,:,r ·:2iiH:2nt the.nit is on criminals. (Applause.) 
W0 need a c rime bill that will stop the endless abuse of habeas 
cot· p d!C', : t' , . .;_ t g1 _  1c1xe.r1tees that criminals wh,:, use seric•Lts weap,:,ns fa,:e 
ser~ous weap 0 ns charges and serious time, and that ensures that 
evider,,..: \0• k!~-t r; ••·: r- ,.:?d by !JOOd ,:ops c1.1:ting in good faith isn't barred by 
tec b r1jc,:1. J.itit::•~a- i.h c:1 t ltc•t bac! people go free. And fc,r the most 
unspPa~ci~ l~ 0 f crimes, we do need a workable death penalty, which is 
to Si'<>'~ t-e2.1. d :.;2'd: penalty. (ApplaLt~-e.) 
I '.::, irnply 1.JiJ.l not e..ccept anything tha.t rolls back the cl,:,ck c,n 
Ame~ica's ~tility to fight crime and punish wrongdoers. The bottom 
lin0 is r~2lly this: I will not sign a crime bill that handcuffs 
the i•o~i i:. P. U1pJ:..1 }ausec-.) I ,,.,iill r\Clt sign a bill that c,verturns 
recE-nt: r;u~F emP Cc,Ln-t de 1:isi,:1ns limiting frivolc•L1s habeas ,:,:,rp1_1s 
pt:•titi•·,,-, ~-! tl··, 2-.l e :,,; pands the ,:overage of the e:,;,:lLtsic,nary rLtle, ,:,r 
th a t c r e a te= ~ racial quota system for capital punishment. 
(Appl 2 v<::- c?.) 
Y,_,1_;_ know the difference between my prc,pc,sal s, which give yc,u 
the leg2-l ~ools you need to win this fight, . and the anti-law 
~mfc,1' cr·11t-=•nt p i· op,:,s-B.ls that somf~ in the Cong1'ess are attepting t,:, 
peddle~~ a crim~ bill. 
F",:,r- ti-H.c' r• fl st twc, ,,./eeks Americc:1.'s been gripped by chilling headlines 
that tell of kids going back to school in bulletproof coats and a 
vis;itin9 Ut .-,.h man--· 2 kid, really -- spc,rts lc,ver -- killed while 
defP-nding his m,:,ther fr·om a Ne,,.. Yc,rk subway gang said t,:, be after 
pockPt 1i1::.,r·;1: •y ~ -:.1 tht?y c•:•Ltld g,:, dancing. 
Th i::? Amc··,- i,: c1.n pe ,::,ple really are fed up. Y,:,u knew t -his -- you 
kr,,:,1,.,1 t.his pt-rh i::t i:-•'='=· bE2ti...er than I, be-.,cause y,:,u're ,:,n the front line --
Lut they~re fed up. And I urge the Congress to heed the voices of 
our p ~ oµl 2 , our police and our prosecutors, and send me a crime bill 
that uill help take back the streets. 
• . . 
; 
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I i..:c1.;·_t t,::., thc1.nk you --
(App1 Ause.) 
I re c::1lly wc1.nted t,:, have this meeting and sc, did Dick sc, that 
both of us here in the majesty of the Rose Garden, in the shadow of 
the Whit£.> Hou=-e , we could tell y,:,L1 that we are grateful to yc,u. And 
we know it's n o t ec:1.sy, but keep Lip your- dedi,:ated effc,r-ts t,:, make 
our c,:,m,w.mi t: y !:::-c:..f e . We'r·e lw:.:ky, America is lucky tc, have men and 
women of y,:, u. 1° qual it y and yc,ur- ,:hara,:ter- out dc,ing the j,:,b for- all c,f 
us . 
Th2 n k y 0u and God bless you and God bless our great country. 
Thank y0u ver y much. 
END 
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SUPPORT HiJGHiS AM!NOMiNT TO THt ltACIA~ JUSTICE ACT 
O~ar Colloaque i ._. 
W• all a9r•• that no on• •hould ~• ex$cutad un~•r a d•ath 
aentenca impoaed on the ~aeia of raoa . The Judici•ry Com:t.ittee 
h!c repor~•4 a provision in its crime ~ill that wa• intended to 
rarrit ou~ ~ac1a1 di1orimination in capital cent• ncin9. The 
provis ion in the ~111, how~v•r, has BQme ~•rlouft pr9bl•m1, ohd 
cQuld be rtad AB creating a presumption ot racial bias . 
to addr••• these pro~l•rn• ~hil• •leo •n•Qrinq thct •tati•-
tical evidence Q&n b• ~•~~ in daath case• - - •• it 1• in ctner 
caa11 •· to rai•• an interance of discriminati on , An a~•ndme~t 
will be otter4d t0 ~odity the raci•l juatioe prcviaiQh1. 
UnlikQ the bill ae raporte~, th• Hush•• a:~ndm~nt 4o•• n0t 
proviae that a ~ri~t taeie ca•• of raci•l di1oriminati0n 1• 
establ i1hed by a ~er• •howinq or aiqni!icant racial di•~arity in 
th~ impo~ition ct th• dQath pun~lty. 
The Hu9haa &ubatitute rn~r•ly prov10•• th~t e~<m evid~Q• ia 
to be considered, The 9overnm•nt may ohalleng• th• validity and 
signifieanos of the atatiatioe &t any poi~t. However, it 1• only 
atter the court daterrain•• t~t the Eividence i• valid ar.d that it 
supports an inter~nc• that race ia,influ•n¢in~ dea~ • entenc•• 
doe~ tht 9¢vcrnm•nt ino~~ an ocli;a~ion to re,pond and to rebut 
the in!~rene•, 
Under th• a~• ndm•nt, a co~rt wou ld not be re~ir•d tc ace•pt 
any particular atat1atieal analysia or theory. 
Th• Hu;h•• ~~en~ment expreasly ••qu1r•• that q .detan4an~•• 
evidence ~ust eornp~r, aimilar cases, and take into ~coount th• 
statutory a9gravatin9 factors in the case~ being co~p•r•~• 
1he ~mtndment r•quirQS that a d•fendant'u evi4enoe b• 
•~ecifie to th• jurisdiction that im~o••d hi• d•at~ santeno• and 
to th• time at which his sentence w~• im~osad. 
VnliXe th• bill as reported, th• a~•ndlnent do•• net li~it 
the grounds on which th• atate may r•~ut the • tati•tic•l ahowin9, 
I 
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Th~ ~mendment lo~••• th• • tat•'o ~~raen or prcoi en 
rabuttal, trom ••clear and convinQin9" to upr• pondera"c• of th• 
•vidence." 
By • ~pr• ••ly r equiring the death penalty detend•nt to 
analyi• caa• t simil~r to hi& own , th• am~nd~ent on•u~e• that 
there will be no inter•nc• cf r aoial diaor1mination ih oaoe• 
talliri9 in the c~te9ory 0t hi9hly ~9qrevated c asae that • hov no 
diaoriminatory pattern. 
We support the death pen~lty . I t i • c l ear thct, with th• 
H~9hes amendment, t h• r • cial j uatice provi•icns will not Dbolith 
the deatn penalty. They ~ill give a ptr aon an opportunity to ~ee 
statiatic~l proot, a1 it is used in other types ot cases, to 
r8ise an inter&~c• Qf diaori~ination, 
We urqe you to aupport 
mou~.lk•, , 
w·<1am ~: H~gh•• ctainua?'l 
Subcommittee on Crima 
' 
-- · 
the Hu9hes aznendm•nt 6nd 0ppoee th• 
H~milton Fi•h, ,r. 
Rankin9 M•trb•:- -· 
co-mmitte, on th• Judi~iary 
ATT ORN EY GcJ,JEF<AL ' S OFF IC . TE:.... No . 
73j 013.ep 14 , 90 14 : 48 P.12 
,. 
Title XIII of cri~e ~ii~: Habges corp~i B~fono 
I, Gener~l 
• Title 13 is a ~ough but fair habeaa reronn pa~koge 
- Hughes/Kastenmeier substitute represents ~ubst~nt!al toughening 
of original subcommittee bill, Took into account at least 14 
m~jor items ot concern to state AG 1 s and DA's. 
- The t1tle a~dresses the problem ot abuse and exce$sive delay in 
habeas process while also maintaining fairness ~nd ~nsuring ~ole 
of fe6eral courts in vindication of federal rights. 
IJ. fil)at the bill does 
- creates a uniform svstem acrc~s the countr y rather tha~ a 
p~tchwork ope-in syste~ 
- for the fir~t time, specific ~ime li~its are established !or 
the filing of f~deral habeas corpus petitions in state capital 
cases 
- the bill limits a defendant's ability to pre$ent succ~~siye 
~titions to very narrow circumstances that go to either g\lilt or 
the legal validity of the death sentence 
- provides for the ~ppointment o! cornpetent counsel at every 
stage of capital litigation for indigent defendants. This alone 
will reduce th~ number and length of habeas petitions becAU$e 
inept counsel is the basis tor a large number of claims 
- prevents defendants from raising claims in feder~l court that 
were hot raised ih state court first (proc?dural ge!ault) unless 
they can show cause and prejudice for not raising the claim. 
Does not penalize the defendant because of the ighOranca or 
neglact of his counsel but does not allow defel"lss to 11 sandbag," 
- repeals the excessively narrow ruling of the supreme Co~rt in 
Teague v, Lan~ and resto~es the law cf r~troactivity to where it 
had been for all!iost twenty years ~rior to February .1989. Thus, 
under certain narrow circumstances, significant chinges in the 
law announced by the U.S. Suprerna Court can be apptied 
retroactively so that defendants who were convicte~ in a ~anne~ 
now known to be improper are not executed solely bGcause of the 
ctate of their conviction. 
- retains current law requiring exh~ustion o! cl~irns in ~tate 
court before thay can be ~ddressed in federal court. 
TTOR NEY G~ NERAL 'f,.:;,9[.f, -~SE -f~~ ... ~o . 
733 0135- p 14 ,9 0 14:4 3 P . 13 
What'~ Wrong with the »yde Alilend.:ient~ 
Th~ Powell Committea '5 provisi~ns ~re o;tional, 
don't opt in: 
I! atatea 
1. Ibere would b9 no statute of li;1tati2n~. Th~re would bG no 
limits on when a prisoner can file a habe~s c~rpus petition . 
(The Hughe$-Kastenm~iar provis ion, in every case, cuts off 
petitions that are not filed filed within one year.) 
2. toere would be no limi t on the; number of ~e~i~iQn, that can 
be tiles:_. • The t'iling of multiple petitions is ona o! the 
principal reasons there is no fin~lity under current law, and 
executions are delayed . (The Hughes-Kasteruneier provision, in 
every case, and except in extraordinery aitu~tions , prevents 
prisoners from filing more than one petition.) I 
I 
3 . '.£here would b• no competent co:unsel ~t tri~l • ungu.alif ied I 
lawyers at tria l are the biggest caus~ o! wa.teful appeals, 
retr ials , and resentencings . (The Hughes-Kasten~eier provision, 
in every ca~e, requires competent ccunsel at trial. ) . 
Even if a state did opt in, the Hyde oroenc:.~en~ : 
1. wo,uld not reguire cornp~tent ~awyera a;. triql or on o.p;,eal. 
They would only be required in st~te postconviction proceedings. 
The amendment deletes the u.s. Juoicial Confere~ce amendlnent to 
the ~owel l commi tta~ report. (The ttughes-Kast~mueier prov is ion 
rC!quires compet~nt lawyers at trial, on appGal.s, and in state 
postconviction procaedinga. HughQs-Kastenmeier follows th~ 
advice o! the Judicial conference and the AB.A.) ! 
2, do~s not;. spec;ify standards tor cc1,m~el. A state could 
appoint a recant law school graduate, and the federal courts 
would hav e nothing to say about it. (The Hl.lghes-Kasternneier 
provision uses the ABA standards for counsel.) 
3. ~ould permit someone tote exeputect d 
de~th sentenc~ ~as 1mposect baged an kno¥ingly perjured t9sti~9ny. 
Again, this ignores the Judicial Conference amendlnent thcti 
challenges to the validity of a dQath sentence =ust be peniitted. 
(ttughes-Kastenmeier would prohibit this.) 
4. would preven!; cou:r:ts from oetting to the :m~ri:t;a. (Hu9hes1 
KastQnmeiar eliminates needless ' proc~dur~l hurdles, allowinJ 
courts to reach the merits and dispose of cases promptly.) 
5. el irn inates habeas corpu§ by prohibiting v irtuo.lly al 
petitions unless there is no dit!erence or ~pinion about th 
claim, (Hughes-Kastenroeier limits habeas corpus, but does not 
eliminate it.) / 
6. xould creat.'3 a patchwork jof law~ rrQc , qtet& t0 e:tAt..P! 
federal circuit~ will have to arioly dif!erer.t :la~s dGpending c; . . I 
I 
i 
!TTO RN EY GE NEi<i=lL ' S OFF I CE -EL No. 
733 013:ep lJ ,90 14 :2 3 P.0 4 
ID,lgh9e ~•n~ment to Pf3~~b ~oaltx frgc9d*•• 
Thie a~~nd.mant woul~ mak• thre• chan9•• to th• pro0,dur•~ 
utiliz~~ to deter:nin• wh•ther the death p•nalty ,hc~ld be i~po••d 
in a ca;e in whieh an ott•n•• charqod i• punishab1e .by death. 
These proeadures aro found in section 212 ct Tit1• EI ct H.R. 
5269. 
The t1rst change would red~c• th• nu~• r 0: ~gqrAvating taotot'a 
that ~Ult be tound by the a•nt•nc•r in order to impps• th• d•tt.h 
penalty fr¢m two to one. Th• ••cond ~ould chanqa thG at&nd~rd by 
which e i=itigatin9 tac:tor can~• tound. rrom "bny evidenceu to a 
11 prQpondera.ncs ot the. evid.enc:e. 11 rinally, th• third change 
r~9ard1 the e!fGct of a findinq PY an appellatt cout:t that cna .or 
more a;qrevitin9 taetors touna ara in~alid or un•~PFort•d by tn• 
evidenoa, At present tha bill requira• th• appellate court to 
vacote the death sentenea lnd remand th• case to tlui trial court 
tor r•e~ntencing proceedings. Thi• amandluent ~o~ld require tho 
appellate court to sustain the aentanc, it at laaat one 
aggravAting factor remains end that factor or l!ctora 
substantia11¥ outweighs any ~itiqating factor er factor •• 
,4 
iTORNEY GENERAL' s ~_q~~-I .c_E _ _ L No . 733 0135-p 14, 90 14:43 P.15 
2 
r!I , Major.changes ~ade bv Hughes/Kaftenrn~ier su~5titµto 
- application o! ti~e limits for tiling p e titions tcughenedJ 
brond exception eliminaled 
- tolling of•time limits tightened: no tolling during certiorDri 
petition of denial of state collateral relief 
- tightening of circumstQnce, under whieh Gucceseive petition5 
would be considerQd 
- procedural default toughened; court~ d:smiss if nc ccua e 
and prejudice tor failure to rai 8Q claim in 5tata eourt 
- cr iteria fo~ qualifications of coun$el were relaxed ~aking it 
mu~h easler for states to develop pool of qu~lified cou~~el 
- Hdncliuns for failure to comply with counsel prov i~ ion~ only 
apply if state substantially fails to comply 
- no ch~nges in curren~ exhaustion doctrine 
- federal court not to consider the "appropriateness" of the 
death sentence, only its "validlt.r under fecle:-al l~w 11 
IV . Mdjor problems with P+opoee~ Hyd& Amend~eot 
- Allows states to deci~e whether or not to ''opt-in" to the 
system thus creating a checkerboaro of applicabl8 l~w end 
standards for coun3el 
- states must appoint qualified counsel only :or stete coll~tercl 
proceedings ~nd each state can sGt its own standards. (Trial is 
~here the problems are,) 
- By !orbidding a s~ccessive petition that ad:resses the validity 
at the dea~h sentence it will allow execution ot a defendBnt 
despite the uncoverln~ o! new in!ormation tha~ proves that th~ 
detendant should not be executed. 
- penallz~~ defendant for an i9nor~nt or neglectful roistnke of 
his lawy~r while not ensuring that quali!ied counsel is appointed 
lTTORNEY GENERAL'S OF~ICE-EL No. 
· 8~/ 14/50 10:0~ 733 013.P 14,90 14:so...., __ P .1 5 
What'~ Wrong with the ~yde Ainendment? 
The Powell Committee's provisi~ns are optio~ l. 
don't opt in: 
It states 
1. Ihere would pe DQ statut~ of li1itation;. Th4ra wc,u ld bG no 
limits on ._.hen a prisoner can fite ~ hab~a.5 corpus petition. 
(The Hughes-Kastenro~ier provision, in eve ry c8se, cuts off 
petitions that are not fi led filed with in one year.) / 
2. I,pere would pe no limit on th8 · number of De~1~1on1 t~at c!.n 1· 
~ filed. . The filing of multip1e petitions is one of the 
principal reasons ther~ is no fin~lity under current law, and 
executions are delayed. (The Hughes-Kasteruneier provision, in 
every case, and except in extraQrdinary situations, prev~nts 
prisoners from filing more than one petition.) · 
3. There would be DQ compet~nt counsel at tr1Ql . tJnqu.a lified 
lawyers at trial are the biggest cause of wast eful appeals, 
retrials, and resentencings . (The Hughes ... Kastenmeier provis ion, i 
in every case, requires competent ccunsel at trtal.) 1 
Even if a state did opt in, the Hyde amend!uentt 
1. ~uld not r~gyire competent lawyers at trial or on app~al. 
They would only be required in st~e postconvict1on proceedings:. 
The amendment deletes the u.s. Juaicial confere~ce amendlnent to 
the Powell committee report. (The Hughes-Kasten:::ieier prov is ion 
requires competent lawyers at trial, on appeals, and in state 
postconviction proceedings. Hughes-Kastenrneier follows the 
advice of the Judicial conference and the ABA,) I 
2. de~s nos. spes;j.fy standards , tor 901,mse,_l. A state could 
appoint a recant law school graduate, and tht federal courts 
would have nothing to say "-bout it. (The Hughes-Kaatenmeier 
provision us es the ASA s tandards !or counsel,) 
3. ~ould permtt som 
death sentencg w~s imposed based on lmo:xingly 9e;:jured tt1ti~QDJ1:•l 
Again, this ignores the Judicial Confarenca amendlnont that 
challenges to the validity of a death sentence must be perinitted.l 
(Hughes-Kastenmeier would prohibit this.) 
4 • would prevent courts trom oet,ting to the merit;:j, (Huc;;he• 
Kastenmeier eliminates needless ' proc~dural hurdles, allo~in 
courts to reach the merits and dispose of cases promptly.) 
5. eliminates habeas cor~us .by prohiPiting virtually al 
p(?ti tions unless there is no difference ot. qpinion about the 
claim. · {Hughes-Kastenrneier limits habeas corpus, but doe3 not 
elitninata .i.t.} I 
6. wou,ld c:reate a patchvcrx jot law§ rr2c · ;tllta , t9 i,t~t•.• 
federal circuits will have to apply different 'laws depencir,q ch 
I 
I 
TTORNE Y GEN ERA L'S OFF I CE AEL No. 
0 ·3 / 1.:.1,-':!U •w:u:i . ~ 
733 013. p 14 , 90 14 : 49 P .14 
,. 
whether a state had opted in or not. 
!l..YStice Powell was testifying o?out a di!tere~t bill ,when he 
said it would cause •increased delay, piecemoal ~iti9atiion, and 
more laet ~inute appeals.• Justice Powell wad not talkirlg about 
the Hughes-Ka&tenmeier provi~ion, that addreosed Justice Powell's 
concern5, 
- U.S. Departmea f Justice 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
Associate Deputy Attorney General Washington, D.C. 20530 





The Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Associate Justice (Retired) 
United States Supreme Court 
Washington, D.C. 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
It was, as always, a pleasure to speak with you today. I 
enclose for your information an editorial piece by my boss, 
Deputy Attorney General Barr. Also enclosed is the President's 
Rose Garden speech to state and local prosecutors on the crime 
bill, which addresses the habeas corpus reform. 
With God's help and a little political luck, the habeas 
corpus reform you worked so hard on will become a reality. We 
all thank you for your herculean efforts in this regard. 
My best to Sally and all in the Powell chambers. 
Andrew G. McBride 
Associate Deputy Attorney General 
Enclosures 
llos An_geles ffiit!es DATE: 9/f3/9c I PAGE: 6.5. 
>PERSPECTIVE ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 
Wolves Fighting Crime Go 'B-a-a-a' 
It's one thing to oppose 
the death penalty, 
another to pretend 
support while erecting 
rules to thwart it. 
disrespect for our criminal jus-
tice system. 
The case of Robert Alton 
Harris il\ustrates the point In 
1978, while on parole for vol-
untary manslaughter, Harris 
- . shot two teen -age boys to steal 
· their car for a robbery. Later, 
he confessed to the murders. 
He was convicted of first-de-
gree murder and sentenced to 
By WILLIAM BARR 
The House of Representatives is poised to take a major step back-ward in the fight against violent 
crime. In a bill purporting to be an 
.anti-crime measure, the House Judiciary 
Committee has sent to the floor a propos- . 
al that would effectively abolish the 
death penalty in this 
country. 
An overwhelming 
majority of Americans 
believe that the death 
penalty is a just punish-
ment for the most hei-
nous crimes. Thirty-six 
states have adopted 
capital punishment. Yet, 
for more than a decade, 
these laws have been 
rendered almost unen-
forceable by a system 
_that .allows convicted 
murderers to delay in-
definitely, and ultimate-
ly to avoid, imposition of 
their sentences. After 
exhausting all appeals, 
murderers are allowed 
to file endless habeas 
corpus petitions in state 
and federal courts, rais-
ing largely technical 
challenges to their con-
victions and sentences. 
death by a California jury in 1979. In 1981, 
the California Supreme Court upheld this 
conviction and sentence, finding that 
"none of the many contentions raised by 
(HarrisJ has merit." Since .that time, 
Harris has filed several state and four 
federal habeas petitions, each of which 
• has· been rejected. His sentence has still 
First, the House proposal rejects the 
Powell Committee's quid pro quo princi-
ple. It affirmatively encourages the filing 
of successive habeas corpus petitions 
containing claims unrelated to guilt or 
innocence. It also imposes requirements 
for state-appointed counsel that few . 
lawyers can meet and even fewer state 
taxpayers can afford. Under the House 
plan, · convicted murderers like Harris 
would go on avoiding punishment by 
raising alleged technical "defects" in 
their sentences-"defects" that have 
nothi!lg to do with their guilt or inno-
cence. 
· Second, the House proposal overrules 
two recent Supreme Court decisions that 
attempt to provide some reasonable safe-
guards against habeas corpus abuse. In 
Teague vs. Lane, the 
Supreme Court held that 
prisoners cannot use hil-
. beas corpus to challenge 
their convictions based 
on judicial decisions that 
were not even rendered 
at the time of their trial 
and appeals. The House 
proposal overrules Tea-
gue, and thus . renders 
every criminal convic-
tion in the nation subject 
to constant challenge 
based on cases that have 
not yet even been de-
cided. The Judiciary 
Committee proposal also 
overrules the court's 
decision in Wainwright 
vs. Sykes. The Sykes 
decision requires that 
defendants follow state · 
procedural rules in or-
der to preserve claims 
The writ of habeas 
corpu& origirially was a 
legaf device used to 
•Tm going to see that you don't get any more than 
12 stays-of-execution for this, Muggsy!" 
· for federal review, thus 
preventing criminal de-
fendants from "sand-
bagging," that is, from 
holding back their challenge attempts by the government to 
seize and detain an individual without 
trial. During the Warren Court era, the 
writ was converted into a right to 
multiple appeals of issues already decid-
ed. This radical expansion of the scope of 
habeas corpus has allowed inmates sen -
. tenced to death to nullify their sentences 
through strategic delay. 
As of 1988, the average delay from 
time of sentencing to time of execution of 
' a capital sentence was almost seven 
· years. In thafsame year 296 individuals 
, were convicted of first-degree murder 
. and sentenced to death while only 11 
capital sentences were actually carried 
out. Obviously, such delay undermines 
the deterrent and retributive force of the 
: death penalty and breeds .frustration and 
not been carried out. 
A panel of jurists chaired by retired 
Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. has offered a 
solution . to . this problem. If a state 
· provides those on Death Row with coun-
. sel at state expense in state habeas corpus 
proceedings, the prisoner will get · only 
two "bites at the apple" -one state 
proceeding and one full federal review. 
No further habeas corpus petitions could 
be filed unless a claim of factual inno-
cence were raised. The Bush Administra-
tion, the National Assn. of Attorneys 
General and the National District Attor-
neys Assn. support the principles behind -
Justice Powell's reform proposals. The 
House bill, far from curing present abus-
es, would make matters worse. J 4!j 
claims in stat'? court only to raise them 
years later in a federal proceeding. The 
House proposal would effectively reward 
defendants who ignore state procedural 
rules. 
. Jt is one thing to openly and honestly 
• -oppose .the death penalty outright-a 
..position the American people have re-
jected. It is another thing entirely to 
proclaim -support for the death penalty in 
order to curry political favor while at the 
· same time voting to erect a labyrinth of 
procedural rules to prevent the penalty 
from ever being applied. This crime bill is 
a sheep in wolf's clothing. 
William Ban- ia deputy attorney gen.eral 
of the UnitedStaus. ~ 
- -
September 17, 1990 
Dear General Thornburgh: 
It has come to my attention that some confusion has 
arisen concerning the relationship between the proposals of 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Habeas Corpus reform which I 
chaired, H. R. 4737 (known as Kastenmeier proposal) and 
Title XIII of H.R. 5269 (known as the Hughes/Kastenmeier 
proposal). In the interest of fair and informed debate, I 
would like to set the record straight. 
In my May 24, 1990, testimony before the House Ju-
diciary Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and 
the Administration of Justice, I indicated that H.R. 4737 
would be a serious step backward in habeas corpus reform, 
and that its enactment could lead to "increased delay, 
piecemeal litigation, and more last minute appeals." I un-
derstand that Title XIII of H.R. 5269 retains the major 
flaws contained in H.R. 4737. I am advised that like H.R. 
4737, Title XIII of H.R. 5269 permits sentencing challenges 
in successive habeas corpus petitions, overturns present 
retroactivity rules, imposes mandatory and burdensome coun-
sel requirements on the States, undermines procedural de-
fault rules, and increases time limitations for filing habe-
as corpus petitions. In my view, enactment of Title XIII of 
H.R. 5269 would make it extremely difficult for the States 
to enforce their death penalty laws. 
Finally, I note that the statute proposed by the Ad 
Hoc Commmittee is contained in a proposed amendment to H.R. 
5269 sponsored by Representative Hyde. 
I hope this letter will clarify any confusion that 
may exist on this subject, and facilitate informed choice 




Hon. Richard L. Thornburgh 
Attorney General 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20503 
lfp/ss cc: The Chief Justice be: R. Hewitt Pate, Esquire 
L. RALPH MECHAM 
OIREClOR 
JAMES E. MACKLIN. JR. 
DEPUTY DIREClOR 
- -
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE 
UNITED STATES COURTS 
WASHING1DN, D .C. 20544 
October 12, 1990 
MEMORANDUM TO THE FORMER 
HABEAS CORPUS IN CAPITAL CAS 
~ 
WILLIAM R. BURCHILL. JR. 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
FEDERAL 
Judge Clark has asked me to send you the attached Congressional Record 
excerpt containing the House debate on Congressman Hyde's amendment to the Crime 
Bill, H.R. 5269, to insert into the bill death penalty habeas corpus provisions which are 
essentially those recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee. As you know, the Hyde 
Amendment prevailed by a vote of 285 to 146. 
There are some unfortunate misstatements in this debate, especially those of 
Congressman Don Edwards of California at page H-8880. Nevertheless Judge Clark 




A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY 
.. 
- -118876 :CORD - HOUSE Octotit!r 4, 1 990 
for the appointment and compensation of Den1ck Rahall 
. Dtcu Ran8el 
COl;nSCI. Dln&ell euter Roe 
Mr. °'8lrman, crime is foremost on the Dixon Lant"" ROiie 
miflds of our citizens. No crime is acceptable, Dornn 1ND1 Leach <IA> Ros-lal 








. Durbin Levin CMIJ 8ancmel6ter 
deal with on an emotional and judicial level. r>,,;ye r.-uie 1CA> Sa\l.·yer er <OH> 
















cial system to remain effective. Therefore, f ~art LJ:;,tn.sk.t Scheuer Moni.omery 
,-Edwarc!a <CA) Lons 8chnelder Moorhead Roth 
Roul..ND& 
Rowland fCTl 
urge my colleagues to support the Hughes/ E.spy Lowe)• <NY> Schroeder Norri.son cWA, 
amendment. / E\'llllS Luten. Thomas SchlDner Murtha 
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Chairman,y :teld FuceU Mllnton Se"""° My""' 
mvself the balance of my time Fazio Martey SbL'"P Natcher 
' . ' Fetshan ll&nloea Sh Neal <NC) 




















around the COWltcy wa.nt? _,What does Flue lbzzolt k&RB 011n 
the Judicial Conference "'ant? I ha\·e Focllet.ta McDennott Sl&Ua'y Owens <UTJ 
FDrd <TN> MeHUOl Slaughter <NY> Oxley not heard the gentlelJY!-ll from Illinois. Prank McMillen , smith <FL> Pacl..&rd 
[Mr. HYDE], or the ,..gentleman from Frost- Illume 8mltb <IA> P&rker 
Florida [Mr. McCou.UK] tell us what OeJdenson Mll1 CA> Solarz P&rrl.s 






I will tell Members what they want. Gllckm&n Stanens P»yne <VA> 
They want the Hughes-Derrick or Der- Gomalez KouJey 8t&lllnp Perkins 
8bmter 
Sisisty 
rick-Hughes amendment. One of the Gonion lleDoMn &ark Petri 
· On17 llood7 81oltea Pick ( 
Slleen 
reasons / ts I! Members vote for the Green MONUa Btudda p 








the ..Hughes amendment here is what 01U1aeraon llnmelt 8ynar 
is ,going to hap,.,..n· The one d!fference Hs11 <OB> 11~ 'l"lwke , .,.. . ,-~too Haste Tanti 
,..on successive petitions ls one of the Hayes <lLl Ne&1 1MA> Ta.n:is 
/ differences between Hyde and Hughes. H-,ne, Nelson · Tn.rlcan 
In Hughes, Hughes says that If you :~ = ::!rc;" 
have somebody on death row and it Is Hochbrueckner Obentar up111>n 
discovered before he ts executed that Hoyer Obey ~
his convietfon and sentence was based Hnbb&rd Ortiz lacloslty 
on perjured testimony Hyde would Hushes <>-,ens <NY> Vollaner 
• Jacobs Pallone / Walgren not permit tt to be used. Hyde would Jobmoo ccr> Panetta ,. Washl.li.Wn 
not permit that to be raised in a Johnston Patt-enien Wuma.n 
habeas corpus process. Hughes would. Jontt PaJne'<HJ> Weiss 
There are not very many other dlf. ~r = ::!m 
ferences between Hughes and Hyde. K.enDe1.1y / Penny w1ae 
The second Jnajor difference ts Hyde KDdN! Pickle Wolpe 
"-'&Ilts two syst.em.s tn this country, one ~ / ~ ~= 
for the rich and one for the poor. If ., 
you are wealthy, ff you are affluent, NOES-239 
you oa.n afford competent counsel. But AJl'X&nder Crane 
I! ,7ou happen to come from a State ;Andrews Da.nnemeyer 
tliat has not opted in you may get in- Annonmo Duden 
• Anthany Dana competent counsel, and that ls the Archer DelA)' 
reason we have a 60- percent reversal Arme;v 0ew1ne 
rate 1n capital -cases in this country, Au<:om Dickinson 
because We have been "npofntina in- B&ker llanne117 
- .._ Ballenger Donlan (CA} 
competent counsel . Barnard Douc1aa 
I urge Members to -6Upport the sutlett Dreier 
Hughes amendment. :::m ~ 
The CHAIRMAN. The quesUon is on BenUey 1:ar1y 
the amendment offered by the gentle- Bereuter Eme: 
man from New Jersey [Mr. HUGHES]. Be?fll 
The question · was taken; and the := 
Chairman apnounced that the noes arney 
appca.rz·have it. Boehlert 
Bomt 
RSOOllDm \'OTB Boec,o 
The. IUGHES. Mr. Chairman, I B 
d d a recorded vote. : 
recorded vote was ordered. r 7coi 
The vote ~'as taken by electronic llfd>Dtt 
devioe, and there were-ayes 189, n BunnJ.n& 
239, answered "present" 1, not vo :~0 
4, as follows: cauahu, 
(Roll No 417) c~ (CA) 























































Ball CTX} Mad.ipn 
H&mmerachmldt M&rwnee 
A.si>ln Bro,.'Il ,c 
At.kins Bruce / 
Bala Bryan} ' 
Bellenson Bust.a'.m&n~ 
Rcnn,,1.4 Cardin Berm&nrr BOffl! ctay 















Hancock Kuttn <IL> 
BaMen lhrtlD <NY> 
Han1a ~
~rt J,&cCaod)eaa 
Hatcher · McCloeltey 
Hayes <LAl McCollnm 
Reiner ,MoCrerJ' 










The result of e vote was an-
nounced as abov, recorded. 
The '--.CLAJcn.iKUt.n. It Is now in order 
to consider ndment No. 15 printed 
In part 2 o ouse Report 101-'196. 
AJO:IQ)l(Elff OFP'DD 8Y Ill\. HYDII: 
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, I offer an 
amendment. 
The CHAIRMAN. The .Clerk ·will 
designate the amendment. 
The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows: 
Amendment offered by Mr. HYDE: Amend 
title XIII to rMd as follows: 
TITLE XID-HABEAS CORPUS 
SEC. IIM, DEATH PENALTY HABEAS OOllPlJS PRQ. 
CE&DINCS. 
Title 28, United States Code, Is amended 
by ineerUna after chapter 153 the following 
new chapter: 
"CHAPTER lM-SPECIAL HABEAS 
CORPUS PROCEDURES IN CAPITAL 
CASES 
--Sec. 
"225(1, Prisoners in State custody subject to 
capital sentence; appointment 
of counsel; requirement of rule 
of court or statute; procedures 
for appointment. 
" 2257. Mandatory stay of execution; dura-
tion; llmlts on stays of execu-
tlon; succeulve petitions. 
"'2258. Piling of habeaa corpus petition; time 
requirement.a; tolllnc ruJes. 
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"2259. Evidentlary hearings; scope of Feder-
al review; district court adjudi-
cation. · 
"2260. Certificate of probable cause Inappli-
cable. 
"2261. Application to State unitary review 
procedures. 
·'l-' t:c 2756. PRISONERS IN STATE CUSTODY SUBJECT 
TO CAPITAL SE1''TESCF~ APPOl!',"f. 
ME1''T OF COl'NSEL: REQll lRF.!IIE~, OF 
Rl'LE OF COURT OR STATl'TE: PHOCE-
DURES FOR APPOl~"TMF.ST. 
"(a ) Tots chapter shall apply to cases aris-
ing under section 2254 brought by prisoners 
in State custody who are subject to a capital 
sentence. It shall apply only if subsections 
tbl and Cc> are satisfied. 
"(bl Thts chapter ts applicable U a St.ate 
establishes by rule of Its court of last resort 
or by statute a mechanism for the appoint-
ment, compeillll!.tlon, and payment of rea-
sonable litigation expenses of competent 
c-o:msel In State post-conviction proceedings 
brought by Indigent prisoners whose capital 
c-onvictlons and sentences have been upheld 
on direct appeal to the court of last resort 
in t he State or have otherwise become final 
for State law purposes. The rule of court or 
statute must provide standards of compe-
tency for the appointment of such counsel. 
"<cl Any mechanism for the appointment, 
compensation, and reimbursement of coun-
sel under subsection (bl must offer counsel 
to all State prisoners under capital sentence 
and mUEt provide for the entry of an order 
by a court of record-
"( ! ) appointing one or more counsel to 
represent the prisoner upon a finding that 
the prisoner is Indigent and accepted the 
offer or Is unable competently to decide 
11,hether to accept or reject the offer; 
"(2) finding, after a hearing if necessary, 
that the prisoner rejected the offer of coun-
sel and made the decision with an under-
standing of Its legal consequences; or 
"C3> denying the appointment of counsel 
upon a findlng that the -prisoner Is not Indi-
gent. 
"Cd) No counsel appointed pursuant to 
subsections (bl and Cc> to represent a State 
prisoner under capital sentence shall have 
previously represented the prisoner at trial 
or on direct appeal in ·the case for which the 
appointment Is made unless the prisoner 
&nd counsel expressly request continued 
representation. 
"<e> The ineffectiveness or incompetence 
of counsel during State or Federal collateral 
post-conviction proceedings In a capital case 
chall not be a ground for relief in a proceed-
In& arlsln&' under section 2254 or thts chap-
ter. This limitation &hall not preclude the 
appointment of different counsel, on the 
<'ourt 's o-..n motion or at the request of the 
i;r'!soner, at any pha.se of State or Federal 
Post-com1ctlon proceedings on the basis of 
the Ineffectiveness or incompetence of coun-
sel In such proceedings. 
"l< F.<;. 11S1. MANDATORY STAY OF EXEUCTION; DU-
RATION; LIMITS ON STA'\"S OF EXEUC-
TION; SUCCES81VE PETITIONS. 
"(a ) Upon the entry in the appropriate 
State court of record of an order under sec-
tion 2256<c>, a warrant or order setting an 
execution date for a State prisoner shall be 
st ay ed upon application to any_ court that 
would have Jurisdiction over any proceed-
Inn filed under aectlon 2254. The applica-
tion must recite t.hat the State has Invoked 
the post-conviction review procedures of 
this chapter and that the scheduled execu-
tion Is subject to stay. 
"( b) A st.ay of execution granted pursuant 
to subsection (a> shall expire if-
"<1) a St.ate prisoner fails to file a habeas 
corpus petition under section 2254 within 
the time required in aectlon 2258, or failll to 
!!lake a timely application for court of ap-
peals review follov.1ng the denial of such a 
petition by a district court; or 
"<2> upon completion of district court and 
court of appeals review under section 2254 
the petition tor relief Is denied and-
"(A> the time for fllln&' a petition for certi-
orari has expired and no petition has been 
filed; 
"(Bl a timely petition for certiorari v:as 
filed and the Supreme Court denied the pe-
tition; or 
"<C> a timely petition for certiorari was 
filed and upon consideration of the case, the 
Supreme Court disposed of It in a manner 
that left the capital sentence undisturbed; 
or 
"<3> before a court of competent jurisdic-
tion, in the presence of counst:l and after 
having been advlaed of the consequences of 
his decision, a State prisoner under capital 
sentence waives the right to pursue habeas 
corpus review under section 2254. 
"(cl If one of the conditions in subsection 
<b> has occurred, no Federal court thereaf-
ter shall have the authority to enter a stay 
of execution or ll'Ult relief in a capital case 
unless-
"(l) the basis for the stay and request for 
relief Is a claim not previously presented in 
the State or Federal courts;· 
"<2> the !allure to raise the claim is-
"<A> the result of State action ln violation 
of the C-Onstltution or laws of the United 
States; 
"<B> the result of the Supreme Court rec-
oenltlon of a new Federal right that is retro-
actively applicable; or 
"<C> based on a factual predicate that 
could not have been discovered through the 
exercise of reasonable diligence In time to 
present the claim for State or Federal post. 
conviction review; and 
"<3> the facts underlying the cla.l.m would 
be sufficient, if proven. to undermine the 
court's confidence in the determination of 
rullt on the offense or offenses for which 
the de&.th penalty was Imposed. 
"SEC. %258. FILING OF HABEAS CORPUS PETITION; 
TIME . REQIDREMENTS: TOLLING 
RULES. 
"Any petition for habeas corpus relief 
under section 2254 must be filed in the ap-
propriate district court within 180 days 
after the filing in the appropriate State 
court of record of an order under section 
2256cc). The time requirements established 
by this section shall be tolled-
"< I> from the date that a petition forcer-
tiorari is filed In the Supreme C-Ourt until 
the date of final disposition of the petition, 
if a State prisoner files the petition to 
secure review by the Supreme Court of the 
affirmance of a capital sentence on direct 
review by the court of last resor1, of the 
State or other final State court decision on 
direct review; 
"(2) durin( any period In which a State 
prisoner under capital sentence has a prop-
erly filed request for post-conviction review 
pending before a State court of competent 
Jurisdiction; if all State filing rules are met 
in a timely manner, this period shall run 
continuously from the date that the State 
prisoner lllit!ally files for post-conviction 
review until final disposition of the case by 
the highest court of the State, but the time 
requirements establtshed by this section are 
not tolled during the pendency of a petition 
for certiorari before the Supreme Court 
except as provided in paragraph <1>; and 
"(3> during an additional period not to 
exceed 60 da~·s, if-
"CA > a motion for an extension of time Is 
filed In the F·ederal district court that would 
have proper jurisdiction over the case upon 
the filing of a habeas corpus petition under 
aectlon 2254; and 
"<Bl a shov.•lng of cood cause Is made for 
the failure to file the habeas corpm petition 
within the time periods established by this 
section. 
'"!IF.C. %%59. E\'IDE1''TIARY HEARINGS: SCOl'F. OF 
FEDERAL RE\'IEW: DISTRICT COITRT 
ADJUDICATIOS. 
"(a ) Whenever a State prisoner under a 
capital sentence files a petition for habeas 
corpus relief to which this chapter applies, 
the district court shall-
"< 1 > determine the sufficiency of the evi-
dentiary record for habeas corpus review 
based on the claims actually presented and 
litigated in the State courts except when 
the prisoner can. show that the failure to 
raise or develop a claim in the State courts 
ls-
"CA) the result of State action In violation 
of the Constitution or laws of the United 
States; 
"CB> the result of the Supreme Court rec-
ognition of a new Federal right that Is retro-
actively applicable; or 
•·cc> based on a factual predicate that 
could not have been discovered through the 
exercise of reasonable diligence in time to 
present the claim for State post-conviction 
review; and 
"<2> conduct any requested evidentlary 
hearing necessary to complete the record 
for habeas corpus review. 
" Cb) Upon the development of a complete 
evidentlary record, the district court shall 
rule on the merits of the claims properly 
before It. 
"SEC. %:60. CERTIFICATE OF PROBABLE CAUSE IN-
APPLICABLE. 
"The requirement of a certificate of prob-
able cause in order to appeal from the dis-
trict court to the court of appeals does not 
apply to habeas corpus casea subject to this 
chapter except when a second or successive 
petition is filed. 
wsEC. %%61. APPLICATION TO STATE UNITARY 
llE\'lEW PROCEDURES. 
"Ca) For purposes of this section, a 'uni-
tary re,1ew' procedure means a State proce-
dure that authorizes a person under sen-
tence of death to raise, in the course of 
direct review of the Judgment, 1JUch claims 
as could be raised on collateral attack. Thl.'I 
chapter applies, as provided in this section, 
to a State unitary review procedure if the 
State establishes by rule of its court of last 
resort or by statute a mechanism for the ap-
pointment, compensation, and payment of 
reasonable litigation expenses of competent 
counsel in the unitary review proceedings, 
including expenses relating to the litigation 
of collateral claims ln the proceedings. The 
rule of court or statute must provide stand-
ards of competency for the appointment of 
such counsel. 
"(bl A unitary review procedure. to Qual-
ify under this section, must include an offer 
of counsel following trial for the purpose of 
representation on unitary review, and entry 
of ail order, as provided in section 2256Cc), 
concerning appointment of counsel or 
wah·er or denial of appointment of counsel 
for that purpose. No counsel appointed to 
represent the prisoner In the unitary review 
proceedings shall have previously represent-
ed the prisoner at trial In the case for which 
the appointment is made unless the prison-
er and counsel expressly request continued 
representation. 
"<c> Sections 2257, 2258, 2259, and 2260 
apply to cases involving a sentence of death 
from any State having a unitary rC\1ew pro-
cedure that qualifies under this section. 
References to State 'post-conviction re,·lew' 
and 'direct review' in those sections shall be 
understood as referring to unitary review 
under the State procedure. The reference in 
sections 2257<a> and 2258 to 'an order pursu-
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ant to eecuon 2256<c)' mall be ~rstood less, endless collateral appeals permft-
u referring to Ute post-trial order under ted by the law. 
aubaec:Uon <b> concemina rei,reeentatlon in Now there were two solutions of-
the unitary review proceedings, but lf • fered ' to really reform the habens 
tn.nacript of the tl'fal prooeedlnga Ill un-
available at the Ume of the f~ of such an corpus law. One was the amendment 
order In the appropriate State court, then 11:e Just voted down and the otltt?r 1s 
the at.art of the 1&0-day llrnlt&Uon period my amendment. 
under aection 2258 shall be deferred until a I have asserted that the Hughes 
tran.script .I.!; made av&il&ble to the prlaoner amendment was really not habeas 
or the prisoner's counsel.". . reform, but the amendment that I 
Page 237, 11trilte line 22 and all that fol - offer now ts not my product. It ts the 
Iowa through line 13 oo Pll&'e 238. product of a colI11Il1smon headed by 
1be CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, former Justice Lewis Powell or the Su-
the r.en~leme.n from Illinois 0.-1r. preme court and some distinguished 
HYDr:J will be recognized for 10 nun- Juri&ts who worked long and ha.rd at 
utes, 9:nd a Mem!>er opposed will be the dlrecUon of the ChieI .Justice of 
recogruzed _for 10 minutes. the U.S. Supreme court t.o come up 
The Cha!f recognize& t.he &enUeman with recommendations for habeas 
from Illinois [Mr. HYDE] . . corpus reform. 
<Mr. HYDE asked and~ Cl''er:' per- The amendment tha.t Is before us 
mission to revise and extend his re- now Js approved by tile Conference of 
marks.> Chief Justices tbe Na.tioilal Auocl&-
Mr. HYDE. ~1r. Chairman, we are tion of Atto~ys General. the Attor-
gotng to talk about the need for ney General of the United states, and 
habeas corpus reform. Habeas corpus the National Dtstrlct Attorneys Asso-
fs a complica~ subject and it would ciation 
take about a mont.h and a half for a The · &'entleman from New Jersey 
very short course on trying t.o under- CMr HUGHES) does remind us from 
stand the complexities. Howe\"er, tt is ••- • to ••- ~--'-tel• 80 that he very Important. Wille WUJ.e, app,.,..._ " • in 
Habeas corpW! ts the name or the pe- has been a prosecuting attorney 
tltion a defendant rues who has been New Je-n,ey and that gfvea him aome 
convicted in a cr1m1nal trial, and who authority, but the resort t.o authority 
has gone through direct appeal 1n a is ~ useful rhetorical device, and I too 
mate court, and then wants to attack have enlisted a lot of fine authorities, 
his conviction in a collateral appeal by including the Powell (".QJDmtssJon. who 
raising questions of the constitutional- suPPort my amendment. 
tty of the proceed1Dc,oS In the State But let me resort 1.o another author-
oourt and any other error, reversible tty, a good Democratic ICember of th.ls 
error, he urges, and this ts litigated in body. That may be redundant, a good 
a secondary or a collateral proceeding. IJe,mocrat. they are all lood, but this 
· one ls especially gootl. 
• 1710 Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to 
Now you can do that through the the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. 
State courts and then you go over to HARR1sJ, who holds the distinction of 
the F'ederal court and you re\'isit those having been a prosecut.tng attorney 
Issues and you have a colla.teral appeal and havin&' prosecuted capital cases 
through the Federal court. · and sitting u a Judge on capital cues. 
The problem with habeu corpus ts Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I 
that it has been abused. It has been thank the gentleman for yielding me 
terribly abused in our country, so this time. 
there is almost no fin.allty to any This House should adopt the Hyde 
criminal sentence. amendment, which .incorporates verba-
Now, U you are &entenced to a term tim the Powell committee bill. L&w en-
of years for a crime, you want a forcement adamantly opposes the 
speedy hearing on your habeas corpus habeas prov1stons now in the bill 
petition because you want to get out before the House and strongly sup-
of there, but if you have been sen- ports the Hyde amendment. 
tenced to death, y-ou are !ight!r..g for The National •.1..ssoctatlon of ·.Attor-
time e.nd you want delay and de!ay neys General, by resolution adopted 
and more delay. The problem is these 'll;ithout & dissenting vote, strongly op-
delays have frustrated the law and pases any h&beu reeialation which 
some people remain on death row for 8 would undermine or weaken the proce-
yean, for 12 yeaB, and the law is dural default doctrine or broaden any 
ma.de t.o look foolish e.nd unenforce- exception . to ft; strongly cpposes any 
able and people develop contempt for legislation which would weaken the 
the law. nonretroact1vity doctrine; and ·strongly 
We are here today to reform that opposes any lea:u,latlon which would 
law, to make It meaningful in a fair create new requirement.a coooem1na 
and balanced way. counsel The bill before the Houae 
There are 37 States which have cap- does all three of those things. The 
ftal punishment, and today as we Powell committee bill, which is lncor• 
speak there are ewer 2,350 murderers porated fnt-0 the Hyde amendment, 
on death row wait ing for something to does not contravene the National ~ 
happen. They are under sentence of soclatfon of Attorneys General'• state--
death. but In 1988, the last year for ment of policy contained in the resolu• 
which I have atat~t1ca, there were tlon. That 1a why that law enforce-
only 11 executions. The problem-end- ment organization opposes the bW as 
presently written and supports the 
Hyde amendment. 
The National Association of District. 
Attorneys, by letter from lt.a President, 
has also expressed it.a &tron& opposUon 
to t.he habeas provisions fn the bill 
now before t.hia Bouse. As the Presi-
d1mi of t hat oJ'1t1U}tzatlon of prosecu-
tors told the Speaker In a lf'tter last 
week, the bill aa now written "grossly 
increases the opportunitlea for prison-
ers under sentenoe of death and all 
other convicted offenders to abuse the 
judicial process and thwart Ju.st.ice." 
The H,yde amendment wlll prevent 
thaL 
The Powell committee report bill, 
which '5 contained In the Hyde amend-
ment, Is also suPPort.ed by the vast 
m&Jmity of State and Federal Judges. 
The Appellate Jud,ea Conference or 
the .America.n Bar Associatlon adopted 
a resolution IIUPP<>rtinli the Powell 
committee prol)08ala u a pn.ctlcaJ and 
f&ir resolution of the problems arising 
in the habea., process. That resolution 
opposed legislation, like that now In 
the bill, which would exacerbate the 
problem of repetitJ.ous review rather 
than ameliorate it. 
The National Conference of Chief 
Justices 1a composed of the chief Jus-
tice of every State supreme court. It 
has adopted a resolution supporting 
enactment of the Powell committee 
bill. which is now the Hyde amend-
ment. In that same resolution, the 
chief Justices expressed their opPGSi-
tlon t.o other legialation, lllte that now 
In the bill, which would increase 
rather than decreBBe habeas delay. 
I intend to vote for the Bude amend-
ment, which Is the Powell report bill, 
because I agree with the National &-
soclation of Attorneys General. 1lrith 
the National D&stl1ct Attorneys~ 
c!a.tion with the Alabama District At-
t.omeys Association, with the Appel-
late Judges Conference, .,.nd with the 
National Conference of Chief Justices. 
The bill aa written will make the prob-
lems with habeas corpus e-1en worse 
than they are now. On the other hand, 
the Hyde amendment fs an Important 
step toward 1101vtng those problems. 
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, I reserve 
the balance of my time. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chai.r-
mn.n, I rise in opposition to the amend-
ment. 
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman 
from Wisconsin ta recognJz~ for 10 
minutes. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chair-
man. I yield 3 minutes to the gentle-
man from Tex.as CMr. BBooxsl , the 
chairman of the Judiciary Committee. 
Kr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, I rise 
In oPP0Sitlon t.o the amendment of the 
eent.teman from Illlnols [Mr. HYDE]. 
The Chairman. The gentleman from 
Texas [Mr. BROOKS] is recognized for 
l0mfnutes. 
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, there 
ts &ood reason for thi& body to proceed 
carefully but t1nn.ly in !ta treatment of 
habeu eorpus. Some would have you 
,(~ 
:.t:,, 
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believe that Lbe concept of habeas 
corpus was created out or whole 
cloth-the work of some overzealous, 
a.ct.Mst. Judge in the late lGS0's looking 
!or a nov£l way to help crhninals 
escape their Just punishment wider 
the law. This view ·not onzy distorts 
Wstory but 6.lso .ignores the develop-
ment of fundamen tal rights in t.hi6 
Nation. 
The doctrine of habeas corpus goes 
back at least 500 years to the lawa of 
England. In bis classis commentaries 
on Anglo-&xon law, Blackstone re-
ferred ti:> habeas corpus simply as the 
"Great Writ" whose antecendents lie 
deep 1n "the genius of our common 
law." Habeas corpus v,£S called the 
great \\mt because It allored Lhe most 
basic of rlgbt.s to a wronged individ-
ual-that of a swift and imperative 
remedy to cases of illegal restralnt or 
confinement. The docttne immediately 
became part of our own law tn the co-
lon1al period, was given explicit recog-
nition iD artlde I. section 9 of the Con• 
stttutlon, and was incorporated in the 
first ~t of Federal court. juyisdic• 
tlon in the Judicial Act of 1789. Early 
In his tenure. Chief Justice John Mar-
shall termed habeas corpus as perhaps 
our ~test constitutional privilege. 
These wen not the extravagant pro-
nouncementa of men who had no 
regard for order tn society or for swift 
and sure punishment for wrongdoing. 
Rather, they embodied the reoognltlon 
of our «reatelt l&wmakeni that in a 
civilized society. the government must 
alway& be accountable to the Judida.ry 
for an individu~l'a imprisonment: If a 
person's denial of liberty is-due to bis 
being deprived of the most fundamen-
tal requirements of law. then a 
demand for tmmedia.te releue should 
be beard by the courts forthwith. 
Justice Holmes succinctly exprea;ed 
the rationale behind the use of Feder-
al habeM corpus: 
. -aabeu eorpas cut.a Ulrougb all forms 
and goes to the YefY Usaue of st.nacture. It 
comes iJ:1 from the outaide, and does not lie 
In subordination to ~ . . . . What-
ever disagreement there 111 about the phrase 
'due 1)!'0CeSII", there ca.n be no doubt that it 
embra~ the fundamental conception of a 
ftlr trial.- (Trank T. Macn1tm. 23'1 U.S. AT 
~7). 
In abort, shile habeas corpus deals 
with a mode of procedure for those de-
t.alned. 1t Is tne,itably lnterewined 
with concept. of d~ proc.ess and per-
90Dal liberty. All these ronsideratrons 
mnst be blLlanced U the work product 
of this body ta to be responsive to the 
complex and multiple needs of our lSO-
clety. 
The J'udiclar)' . Committee has kept 
these principles tn ·m1nd by <:rafting a 
usable aet of cnifonn procedures for 
implementuicm m t.he oourts. To 
thoee who cbooee to jgnore the long 
history of the great -writ. to those • ·ho 
convenientb' for,& ·the central role 
habea& oorpua ha.a played in times of 
national criaes when tbe cla.lma of 
order and Ubed.J have ·ciesbed most 
acutely. I •owd~ them .to think 
twice before cl&m0ring for the emaacu• 
JaUon of a doctrine t.hat ts u deeply 
rooted 1n our history and rule of law 
as any that exists today. 
' • 1720 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Cha.lr-
rnan, I yield myself 2 minutes. 
Mr. Chairman, I appreci&.Le very 
much the historical perspective given 
this body by the gentleman from 
Texas. The f9.et Js we are today con-
fronted with two options: One, a man-
datory uniform retonn of habeas 
corpus that makes habeas oorpus re-
spond only once, you get one shot at 
It, that foreshortens the periods for 
111;-hicb you can either file a habeas 
corpua petition. or you can vote for 
the Hyde amendment. 
The Hy<ie amendment ls not manda-
tory and Js not uniform. and foU 
should k.rww it.. 
It requires States to opt In. then it is 
operational. For those Sta.tea that do 
not opt Jn. )'OU have the present 
habeas c.oipus applytng. And to opt in 
r~uires of the .8tate6 repreaent.&Uon 
bycounsel ' 
Mr. HYDE bas that ID hJIJ bill But U 
they do not opt tn. you have the ame 
habeas corpus tn those States that bas 
preexisted t.bat everybody has been 
complalning about, you have a dual 
system. 
So I ask you urgently to tum down 
the Hyde option. 
Mr. Cbauman. 1 yield 2 minutes to 
the gentleman from New Jersey £Mr. 
HUGHES]. 
<Mr. HUGHES asked and 11L'U given 
perm.lssion t.o .ttVise and tz:tend hill re-
marks. ) 
Mr. HUG.HES. Mr. Cha.inna.n. I 
know tt is not going to make any dif-
ference. but I have to sa.y something 
that I feel very strongly about: I 
served tn the National District Att.or-
neys Association for about 10 years, 
and I was proud of that eenice. I tried 
a Jot of criminal C&l!es, and l am as 
sensitive aa anybody to the absolute 
certainly we need m.-tne sYl,tem. 
What troubles me about .Powell and 
Hyd~. the Powell Commission report 
and Hyde, ta that we are going to have 
int.his country two basic-syst,cms, one 
for the very rich and one for the very 
poor. 
States do not have to opt in and take 
advBJage of the new reform rule11. 
We need to reform habeas corpus. 
They do not have to do that. The price 
for them to opt tn us to appoint compe-
tent counseL 
That does not make &erule, t.o ha\--e a 
fundamental process in Uus country 
that la going t.o ee two standards, one 
for the rich 911d one for the poor. 
That ls bad enough, but what trou-
bles me even more ui that the Hyde 
amendment bas a provision dealing 
with successive petitions that deny the 
defendant on death row to have a Ped-
eral court review bis habeas corpus 
process even U Jt 1s baaed upon per-
jured testimon,y dJrected to the .en-
tenee. U Jt 18 .directed-l aee the sen-
tJeman shaking his head. U tt ia direct-
ed to the verdict, not to the sentence. 
it la revi(!'\l.•&ble. 
But if Jt is directed to the aentence. 
it ill not reviewable If tn fact he has pe-
titioned for habeas corpus. 
If the gentleman ·11:ents to say that is 
not true. I will yield to the gentleman 
trom Illinois, if he will say i t ts not 
true. 
Mr. HYDE. I am sorry. If I say v.·hat 
ts not true? 
Mr. HUGHES. If you would say that 
what I am claiming, that tf in fa.ct a 
defendant has exhau6ted his habeas 
corpus process--
Mr. HYDE. You mean he has gone 
up the State system, he h1\s had a 
direct appeal, a Pedera1 collateral 
appeal before the judges-
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Chainnan, I re-
claim my time. The genUernan was not 
llstenlng. I reclaim my time. 
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the 
gentleman from New Jersey tas ex-
pired. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I yield :i0 sec-
onds additional to the gentleman from 
New Jersey [Mr. HUGHES). 
Mr. HUGHES. l thank the genUe-
man. 
I w1ll explain 1t again, l -arm state it 
again. If the defendant .is sitting on 
death row and has exhausted his State 
habeas corpus procesg alter Lhe direct 
appeal and has gone through his 
reriew, and UIO days, .his Federal 
habeas corpus review process. and 
newly diacovered evidence suggests 
t.b.&t the defendant was aentenced 
based upon perjured testimony. Ul8.t is 
not reviewable under the Hyde amend-
ment, not reviewable. 
Now, what has happened to our 
basic fundamental fairnesa . in this 
country? How tn the world can you go 
back to your districts and succest that 
thst .is fair? I cannot. 
.Mr. KABTENMEIER. Mr. Chair-
man. I believe I have 2i,i, minutes re-
maining. 
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is 
correct. '· 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chair-
mao. I reeenre my remaining time. 
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman. I ·bave 3 
minutes left. do I not? 
The CHAIRMAN. The genUeman is 
correct. 
Mr. HYDE. I have the right to close. 
do I not? 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, the centle-
man is correct. 
Mr. HYDE. Then l will reserve my 
time. .Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
nizes the gentleman from Wbconsin 
[Mr. KAan:lnD:ID]. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield 2',1, mJnut~ to the gentle-
man from California (Mr. EDwARDsJ. 
(Mr. EDWARDS of California a.sked 
and was gtven permission to revise and 
extend ht. remarks.> 
Mr. EDWARDS of caillornia.. Mr. 
Cbal.rman, tbe habeas reforms m the 
bJJl will guarantee competent legal 
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reconsideration of claim. Mr. Chair- '~j 
man, that means endless, endless, end- . t 
le!IS de]ay. ~ .,_ 
representation at the . trial of capital 
cases. If you want genuine habeas 
reform, trial counsel is the key. The 
committee bill sets clear standard,; for 
the competency of trial counsel in cap-
ital cases. But the Hyde amendment 
does not addreflS the issue of trial 
counsel at all. The Hyd·e amendment's 
counsel pro\·islons apply only after 
t , ial. By then its too late-the errors 
h a.ve been made, and either you send a 
person to the electric chair who was 
unconstitutionally sentenced or you 
Sfnd the case back for a new trial. 
My subcommittee held a hearing on 
the types of lawyers who currently 
represent capital defendants at trial. 
Here are some examples: 
In one death c,ise in Mississippi, the 
dP-fendant was represented by a third-
y,~ar law student. 
In one Georgia circuit, capital cases 
"-'ere assigned to defense lawyers on a 
• low bid system. The only qualification 
to submit a bid was membership In the 
Georgia-bar. The lowest bidder got the 
c...se. 
In four different capital trials In 
Oeorgla, at some point in the proceed-
ing the defense lawyers referred to 
their clients as "niggers." The death 
sentence was imposed in all four cases. 
There have been capital cases In 
YJssissfppi and Georgia where the de-
/1-mse attorney's first criminal Jury 
t r !Al was a capital trial. 
Last year in Alabama, a capital case 
t,ad to be stopped midtrial because the 
defense lawyer was drunk. He was held 
h1 rontempt and sent t-0 jail to dry out. 
The next morning he and h is client 
v.•ere both produe<>d f:-om .1al1, the trial 
~sumed, and t.he death penal t y was 
imposed a few days later. 
Lawyers like these would continue 
h:mdling- death cases under the Hyde 
amenmnent. 
One reason for this scandalous situa-
t ion is money. Alabama. Mississippi, 
and Arkansas limit the compensat ion 
cf defense counsel in a capital case to 
$1,000. South Carolina pays up to only 
$1.500. Any lawyer who v,ants to do a 
f ood job ends up working for less than 
u,e minimum wage. 
Would IUlY Member in this body 
trust his ille to a lawyer getting paid 
lt:ss than the minimum wage? Yet the 
Hyde amendment would allo'"' States 
to continue appointing lawyers to rep-
r .,.sent capital defendants for less than 
minimum wage. 
With legal representation like this. 
t i-: e death sentence becomes a lot tery 
ii , ~;h ich the death penalty is imposed 
n:>t on the most horrendous offenders 
but on the defendants with the most 
horrendous lawyers. 
Under the Hyde amendment, capital 
defendants would continue to be rep-
r~sented at trial b3• incompetent a ttor-
neys who failed to recognize and raise 
<'0nstitutlonal issues, and defendants 
v.,ould cor.t tnue being sentenced to 
de-ath not because of their culpability 
but because of the mistakes of their 
lawyers. In contrast, the Hughes 
reform provisions will . provide compe-
tent counsel .at trial, ao trials are prop-
erly conducted at the outset and the 
death penalty ts not a lottery. 
Mr. HYDE based his amendment on 
the recommendations of t.he Powell 
Commission, which he claims ls the re-
sponsible and respectable solution to 
the habelt.S corpus issue. 
The truth is that the Powell proPoS· 
al Is the result of a plot by Chief Jus-
tice Rehnquist to enact his personal 
destructive agenda for habeas. 
In 1988, ignoring the separation of 
powers principle, Rehnquist appointed 
an ad hoc committee of the Judicial 
Conference to write proposed habeas 
legislation. 
The committee, chaired by former 
Justice Powell, was stacked 'VI.1th con-
servative Judges from the two south-
em "death circuits" where more than 
three-quarters of the executions since 
1976 have taken place. Ignoring the 
wishes of the full Judicial Conference, 
the Chief Justice adopted their recom-
m endatlons. This amendment is solely 
the work of the Chief Justice and his 
handpicked opl)Onents of habeas 
corpus. It ls not the neutral, responsi-
ble product Mr. HYDE claims. . 
I urge a yes vote on Hughes and a no 
vote on Hyde. 
The CHAffiMAN. The gentleman 
from Illinois [Mr. HYDE] has 3 minutes 
rPmaining. 
lJ 1730 
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, I do not 
know where to start. I have never 
heard so many falsehoods, misst.at.e-
m1mts and errors in.my life. 
The Judicial Confer1mce made two 
mo<ilfica.t.ions in the Powell Commis-
sion sugr.ei;tlons. Then they accepted 
the rest. of ~he Rehnquist agenda. Jus-
t ice Powell, who c·haired this commit-
tee, ts against the death penalty, just 
like the gentleman from Wisconsin 
[Mr. !(AST£.NVEIER1. and Just like U1e 
gentleman from California [Mr. ED-
v.· ARnsJ. Judge Roon~y on the commis-
si:m Is against the death penaJt.y. To 
imply that Justice Rehnquist stacked 
the commission Is outrageous. 
Nov. do not dest.roy habeas .r.orpus 
under the Hyde amendment. We must 
have competent rounsel. Under· the 
U.S . Constitution and Supreme Court 
c:,ses. at the t:·lal le\·eJ there must be 
competent. counsel. At the a.ppeal Jevel 
there must be compc-tent counsel. 
Then we go to h11.beas corpus in the 
S: ate system, trial court , appeals 
c-ourt. Supreme Court. Now we move 
to the Federal couns, trial court, ap-
pdlate court, writ of certiorari, to the 
Supreme Court. Tv.enty-seven Judges 
have heard the ~ by this time, and 
my colleagues say that ls murdering 
habeas corpus. 
It is common sen..,c;e. That L'I why the 
prosecutors are for my amendment. It 
1& habeas corpus reform. 
The amendment that the gentlemen 
~·ant. do my coll~es know what It 
M.ys? On page 208 lt says that the JP-
pllcaton shall be di.missed . unless ~he 
interests of Justice would .lie serv~ _by 
I say to my colleagues, "If you are .\~ 
convicted beeause of perjured testimo- "": 
ny, your guilt or innocence is always 1: 
open to be explored In successive pet!- 1; 
tions 11•ith a stay of execution, not the .¥ 
va.lidlty of your sentence after 27 ·J 
Judges have passed on It." We want It -:-,· 
to. be final. .£. 
However, Mr. Chairman, I say, .:f, 
"Then you go to the Governor and , ,.; 
say, 'Hey, I was sentenced.on perjured J. 
testimony,' but, as to your guilt or In- •~i- ; 
nocence, you can always raise that." ?'f 
Now let me simply say to my col- :.J' .. 
leagues that the attorneys general of ':.Ji 
this country, Democrats and Republl- \~ 
C&I18, the prosecuting attorneys, even · :~ 
the attorney general of the gentleman ;j 
from New Jersey [Mr. HUGHES] and, If ·l 
I had that letter-here is his Jetter. 
1 
Now here is his own attorney general, 
the prosecutor; that we have with us, 
which we are lucky to have. He says 
that there are also provisions 1n the 
proposed statute aimed solely at cap- . 
Ital <!ases. The effect of these provi-
sions would be to add so much delay, 
so many new issues and so much relit i-. 
gation to the process that very few. if 
any, death sentences would ever be 
curled out, even-in the most s.ggravat-
ed cases. _ 
Mr. Chairman, that is why. the gen- .;,, 
tlem~ from California lMr. EDWARDS] :;{ 
lb for 1t. -, 
Mr. HUGHF.S. Mr. Chairman, will -:.;.,,;: 
the ~ntleman yield? _;~. 
Mr. HYDE. No. I wm not. 0¥. 
Mr. HUGHES. But I yield to the J 7 
gt-ntleman. ·"" 
Mr. HYDE. I know the gi::ntleman 
from New Jersey d id, and he ls a gen-
erous guy. 
Mr. Chairman. I will yield to the 
gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. ~ 
HtJGHESl If he will tell me this is not ~ 
from his attorney general. I 
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Chairman, wll1 ,-,..;. 
the gentleman ytC'ld? '.}; 
Mr. HYDE. I -:,·icld to the gentleman ·-
from New Jersey. 
Mr. HUGHES. No, the attorney gen· . 
eral of my State was d irecting his re- 'J 
m:uks to the pr·evlous one, not to the f: 
Ha ghes &mendmen t. ~- ' 
I say to the gentleman th&t he h::.cl :f, 
not seen the amendment that I of- I 
fered along with the gentleman from :,· 
South Carolina [Mr. DERRICK] and 
that is the problem. There ls so much 
confusion. 
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, I reclaim .. 
my tqne because we are talking at ! 
cross purposes. -~. 
Now, the Attorney General of the ic 
United States sars that the amend- i · 
ment of the gentleman from New ~ 
Jersey [Mr. HUGHES], which is gone, ·I :jf 
am happy to say; the underlying goal ,f 
of thi.s strategy has nothing to do with j . 
fairness. It has everything to do with ,·· · 
frustrating enforcement of the death -~' ~ 
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dundant and repeUtl.e habeu corpus 
appeal&. 
Mr. JAMES. Mr. Chairman, f ri9e today in 
~ of bl Hyde amendment. Federal 
habeM corpus reform JI b,g overdue. The 
Hyde •INlndmenl prCMdas ua with the provi-
sions to bring 90m8 Mlllblanoe of order end 
finality lo what is ewrantly a chaotic and wirtu-
any endless process. 
last ya111, the Powell Committee iseued 
their report on ht use of habeas QOrP1J1 peti-
tioos Jn Stale de3Jh penalty ca&e11. It was the 
conduslon or the commlUee that She present 
sys1em of collateral review operates lo ws-
trate the law of 37 States. The UM8C8S5lfY 
delays and repemions result ~ judicial pro-
ceec1t11s wt1ic1l average e rears and 2 
mon1hs. Mr. Chairman, J find it uncoosc:ionable 
that the American 1Dpayars are oftaltimes 
forced 10 bear the com .of 1hese successht8 
petftlons whict, 11!'8, tn most cases, mei111ess, 
and that are filed at the 11th hour seeking 
nothing more than to delay justice. 
'1M tlffleld1,ent befor8 us seeks to rectify 
this 1lluatioft. 9y l11c:oipo,allng the Poweft rec-
cw111M+dalol-, 1he Hyde ameudmer,t strives 
to a98le a fl8llUS between a subsequent 
habeas oorpua ~ end 4he defendant's 
·guilt or innooenoe. 11irmly belie¥e that the cur-
renl pnMBiona In b Cllmie bill fail to accom-
plish 1hiL n..iore, , urve my colleagues to 
IUA)Olt the Hvde -ldmet,t and ed1ieYe 
true llabaas corpa Nbm. 
Mr. COUGtUN. Mr. ChairnWI, ' riae in 
Sftlng ~ of the Hyde amendment which 
rep.Wdi lbe garwJrl8 hlbeaa corpus teform 
80 daliPa I I\ .-aded 1A our Cflminlll fullce 
systam. 
The aCOIMiMN !Ml betn ua today~ 
overturn or seriously weaken ....,OUI -Su-
piwne Court deciaions bit curanlly.,. &he 
~ 9'ld ..._ of 1lle jidcia procaa. 1t 
greatly n:rNN9 .. ~ tor ptson. 
81'1 --108d to deall1 and .. mnvaad of. 
fendals ., ..... plcial pocaa ·and 
thNl1 jlJllic:e.. CINt8I ~ ·cbllaolee 
of p,oc8(U8I delay and atue 1hlll ,._ ab-
solu&ay now. to do .with a def811d1nt'• QUit 
or.b10C81Kie. Al in.,_ this Dill does aoc • 
dr .. hi -- ol Mbeal carpm .. ... 
vj,1ualy nullified bl daeJh ~ &a• of lie 
StalN and c:aw1)' --- _, elraadJ 4nloler-
able situation even worM. 
Ur. ~ ttw Hyde amindmn ---
pond88 Che buic ,...... l80Qllii-,ded by 
the Powell -Committee whicb hen #le sang 
support of the Bush administration, ht Ha-
tianal District Attor-,s ~-- and 1he 
National Aaeociation ol M~ G--..t. 
This a:-nendmenl ~ the hand of law 
en1ot0ement Mhaut NCrificing anesa to .. 
defendant. ' wge Ill)' colleagues to enact • 
tough anticrime bill by supporting the Hwa• 
amendment. 
Mr. MATSUl .Yr. Chainna\, 4 riN in 91,pport 
of lhe habeas (XJIJ)la reforms before us 1oday. 
and against the amendment being offered by 
Repreeenlalive HYDE to ails these ndorlllS 
from H.R. 5269. ht Cono,wilhensiwe Crime 
Convol Act. 
H.R.. .52S9 would pr<Mde <lefendants the op. 
portunity so appeal their cue on the basis of 
the sentence. T~ Jangi,age in the Hvde 
amendment wnitir1! appeels ao the c:onviction 
only is far too limil8d. This is .-i iq)orta!lt dia-
tinctioft. Eviden0e shows 1hllt • ~ .. 
ate numb« ol lt10N on dealh raw .-e nnort• 
ties, particulany ~ Accofding 
to ... a..., Acoounting Office, lndMduals 
wno ..- conwctaid of murdeMg • .wte 
llldsn ••• more likely to t» -.ltlftCed to 
dadl than 2tl0B9 ~ nudered • tilack 
Ylaim. 
The Hyde amendment ii far too ..stndMI, 
beca.- net al ..-.:.. are dear ad. 8ut 
liniting appeata lo cnallenging on 919 ,,.diet 
and not Che Nnt.-ce ignores the ,_., that 
not al Nnt8nc:a a/11 just 
The provisions in lhe tia f8ql,img compe-
tenl cow,ael to dafendanll6 .-e ala of ilf98t 
ilJl)o.1al~ The tanguage inauded kl H.R 
5269 ffNPr• 1hat compelent counNf be pro-
vided at ~ the 1rial and appaat iewea. 
Theee,irOllillionl •e abouthimeeL Ewryone 
deeew a fair trial and comp...,lt oounaa. 
regardless ol the c:rilne of which -tw a she • 
accueed . or con.1icmd. TM Hugha ---,. 
ment will ensure that competanl 1XJWIIIII • 
pollided to ell deftndanta. ,eg.-dlu• trl hir awne. . 
The&ateofQIJibnia ... inplaceflabeas 
c:o,pua PQ'ilionl ainlilar to h,ee incu1lld si 
HA -5a&8. The ..-ience in the SWte MS 
been ca, lrom ~ic. .,, fact. tile qipo-
site ha$ OCC\ffed. Wtwe -ht etandalda ...,. 
nhed •catilofnia far eaceed a... iDc:llmd 
in H.R. 5289, hM'e hn not been a-..... 
dous cso,, -, the IIUfllbs of awailabl91:0llll98i 
for capital c:a.s. n.n ft!ffl8ins a a,ffaent 
pool of att~ lo handle aheN caees.. 
-4 WiJ& lfJIJ colloagvee lo oppoee b • ttampt 
befont w to weaken ht babeas CIOfPUS • 
forms inc:ujed ;ri HA 5269. ,t t• iliperalve 
that we prollide due prooesa so 8'I det.ndantB. 
raga,dlaas ol how olfeNille we ind the crime 
they commiliec1 . 
Puoell Lowery <CA) 
Fawell Lukena. Donald 
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Barria J4an1loD <WAI 
Hutert 'Mtil'l)hy 
Hatcher Murtha 
Bayea <LA> Myem 
Hefley Natcher 
~ Jfeal(IU) 


















Joiu-n <SD> P'ollh&rd The .CHAIRJ.IAN. AD time ha.s -es-
.,.,..- .J-<OAI Pul.a 
_ _.. · .Jone. <NC> Quillen 
:'the Questwn iB cm the amendment JtanJol'llkl Ravienel 
offered by the gentle~ from lW.Dois . Klll6dl ~ 
[Mr. Bnzl. KlilM .llalrula 
The QuesU.on waa taken; and tae ~ter- ~ 
Cha1rman -&nnOWlced that Ule &n,. LuomaniDO Rldle 
appeared to have 1t.. · I.&ncuter .Rlmldll 
Lmtm "Ritter 
..... ,.-ors 1.Cllltdlll Roltena 
.Yr. KAST.DnO:IER. Mr. 
man. I demand a recorded vote. 
Chair- Lada~ ~
~(C&) ... 
A recorded vote WU «clerecl. 
\Tote was taken b7 eJectromc device, 
and there -were-Q'es 285. noe& 146. 
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ANSWERED " PRESENT"-! 
Ooodltni 
The Senate adopted an amendment ore we would adopt other exclu-
ma.ndatlng signffcant expansion ln ons; They cannot make anything. 
these areas. We are r.ayir,g v.ith regar · Then what are you going to have 
to clothing and textiles, furniture, these people do in prison? It would 
shoes, bees.use people here have . I think, highly irresponsible to s 
ready lost their Jobs-we are not out specific Industries for special 
trying to put any existing pr · n in- mf'nt. Evf!ry industry in ~erlca 
dustry out of business-but we are woTJld line up and ask to be.A(dded to 
saying that they should no go ahead the list. 
with a Senate-mandated expansion We are operating now 
until we can do a study. of capacity in the Fede 
The Senatti langu e specifically are going to double bY: e year 1995. 
said that they are tar eting in the ex- I urge my colle es to reject this 
panslon those Jobs here we have al- amendment. · 
ready had high reign penetration. -I resen·e the b ance of my time. 
Yes, we should supportive of proper Mr. FRANK . Chairman, I yield 
rehabilitation rograms, but not at 1 . minute the rentleman from 
the · expense of the hard-working, Mlchlgan C • HnmY] • 
poorly com nsated prople who are al- Mr. Y. Mr. Chairman, I rise in 
ready at . strong pport of the Frank amend-
M I The endment does not put a stop ment 
s • cCrery to an ing the Prison Industries 18 
u n:>J now Ing. It says that ~hey may not 
NOT VOTING-I 
me make very clear that this 
d¢s not reduce Prison Industries one 
Mr. RAHALL changed his vote from - exp d their Job operations 1n those 
"&ye" to "no". t ee areas, clothing and textilies, fur. 
Mr. TAUKE changed his vote from ture, and shoes, until we have co 
"no" to "aye." pJeted a study on the Job impact. 
So the amendment was agreed to. We recently passed legislatio on 
The result of the vote was . the textile bill trying to protec these 
nounced as above recorded. people. This is another way to o it. 
The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order Mr. KASTENMEIER. . Chair-
to consider amendment No. 16,-prtnted m,m, I yield myself 3 m.inu s. 
in part 2 of House Report 10~.!796. Mr. Chairman. for t se who may 
.ua:M>KEl,T oFl"ERJ:I) BY im./ FJtA.."ra not among our collea es be !amlli!U' 
Mr. FRANK. Mr. Chal.n'nan, 1 offer wJ.th the Federal ison Industries 
an amendment. / Program, let me b efly explain what 
. The CHAIRMAN. j/he Clerk will it is. All of our F era! prison inmates 
dr sgl.nate the amendment. Vi'ork. Prison I dustries employs in-
The text of the amendment is as fol- mates to pr ce goods and services 
lows: , / for the Fed GO\'ern.ment, not for 
Amendm t f
,, red b ..,_ private co u.mptlon, for the Federal 
. en o ,.e y .IIILC. F'RANK· Paa-e G · t 
1!.•6, line a , irisert "<a> ix G~-" ove~en . 
b<·fore "Federai Prison Industries" Wor~ · keeps these inmates busy, 
Paa-e 106, ,atter line 18, insert the follow• keeps the prisons relatively safe and 
tr,g: / wel)-managed 1n the face of unprece-
<b> Lr;'QTATtoN oN PRo»ucrxoN.-Before d,nted prison overcrowding, and I tr; rel?"rt Is made to Congres., under sub- ,)l'mst say to my colleagues, by this bill, l5€~tl2 <a>, Federal Pri&.'.>n Industries shall_, and that is what you will intend by 
n_o},.;!oduce & new specific product 9r this bill, you plan to send a lot of addl-
e ., P;:t~~4:t~roductlon of an existing a~- tior.al people to these Federal peniten-
< l> the product ts manufactured by the tiaries. As a matter of fact, we had 
fMtwear, apparel, textile, or furniture in• 24,000 1n 1980. Now we have nearly 
dllBtries, and / 60,000, and we will nearly double that 
<2> the production or expansion of produc- 1r, 4 or 5 years. 
t!on was not approved by the f'eder&l Prison 
fac1ustrles Board of Dlrec¥ on or before D 1800 
t. It calls for a freeze of the expan-
sion of Prison Industries into those 
three market areas 1n which Prison In• 
dustries already accounts for 60 per-
cent of the total FPI product. 
All this amendment does is seek to 
ensure that as Prison Industries ex-
ponds, lt expands 1n such a way as to 
not have a deleterio.us impact on par-
ticular areas o! the economy-furnf. 
ture, apparel, te:irtlles, the same areas 
that this House voted two out o! three 
to product our textile workers agaJnst 
wualr foreign competition, and now It 
addresses the problem of unfair com-
petition at home. 
This amendment is supported~y e 
United Auto Workers, the Steel ric-
ers, the Food and Commercial ork-
ers, the Brotherhood of C~nters, 
the National Office Produc~ Associa-
tion, the National Federatjon of Inde• 
pendent Business, the N,,attonal Asso-
ciation of Manufactur~. the Ladies' 
Garment Workers t;r}iion, the Foot-
wear Industries of America, the Coali-
tion for Government Procurement, 
the American pothlng and Textile 
Workers Untoµ. 
This has )>road labor support and 
broad bust,n'ess support, and it simply 
calls for ,,a study before we expand 1n 
this area. July 1, 1990. / 
The CHAIRMAN. /-Onder the rule 
the gentleman from Massachusetui 
[Mr. F'RANK] will ·' be recogized for 5 
ruinutcs, and th,e' gentleman from Wis-
ccnstn [Mr. Kisn:mn:xER] v.-ill be rec-
Oi:n!zed f-0r ~1ninutes 1n opposition. 
If that is the case, you cannot he.ve Mr / KASTENMEJER. Mr. Chair-
it both ways. You had better make~; I yield 1 minute to the gentle-
The Chair recognizes the gentleman 
from M~chusetts [Mr. FRANK]. 
Mr. ~ANK. Mr. Chairman, I yield 
myse)l 90 seconds. 
. Chairman, we have an entity 
c~ed Prison Industries. They employ 
.risoners. We have no objection to 
that. 
My amendment says that this pro-
t;!·am shall not expand into several 
v~ry sensitive areas, sensitive 1n the 
notion that we are losing Jobs to im-
ports, until a study 1s done of the 
impact o! those Jobs. 
sure the people you are sending to !rom Texas [Mr. BROOKS]. 
Federal prisons have work.. They must <Mr. BROOKS asked and was given 
have work. permission to revise and extend his re-
This amendment, however well- • marks.) 
tentloned, means that 1n areas of Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman. I rise 
clal concern to prisons 1n te · 1n opposition to the amendment. 
their industries, they will not 'able The Federal Prison Industries Pro-
to expand; footwear, furnl t :e, tex- gram ·1a one of the most important 
tiles-you are forcing the r 'om one tools ths.t the Bureau of Prisons hf!S 
of the most important are ;,' and while to manage a prison population that is 
I sympathize \\ith the g tleman from now 170 percent of capacity. The 
Massachusetts, becaus/4 ,( have urged prison industries provide much needed 
them myself to dro ihe proposal to meaningful activity and train.Ing tor 
increase the abilit to make footwear Federal Prison inmates. 
1n the Federal prisons, a highly Complaints about the Prison Indus-
ira port-sensitive ,ID'ea, at least until tries Program \.l{J(lrplng private Indus-
they con.sider _ it at their board level; try are alread,7' being addressed. The 
but if we a 9-Pted the .Frank amend- Judiciary C~ttee 1n both this Con-
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CHAMBERS OF 
.JUSTICE LEWIS F. POWELL, .JR. 
RET IR E D 
October 15, 1990 
Ad Hoc Committee on Federal Heabeas 
MEMO TO MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: 
Perhaps you have seen in the press that the House 
adopted an amendment to the Anti-Crime Bill that includes 
the recommenda ti ons _ __o._£_. our Commj:::t::t=e'e. - -
It is not clear to me as to exactly what the Senate 
adopted. My understanding is that it included both the Bi-
den bill (quite different from ours) and Senator Strom Thur-
mond's bill that includes the substance of our recommenda-
tions. No one can predict what will happen when these bills 
go to Conference. 
I enclose a copy of the Washington Post article of 
October 5. I send best wishes to each of you. 
lfp/ss 
Enc. 
cc: The Chief Justice 
Sincerely, 
1~ 
Professor Albert M. Pearson 
William R. Burchill, Jr., Esquire 
R. Hewitt Pate, Esquire 
THE WASHINGTON POST FRIDAY, 0croRER 5, 1990 A21 
·uouse Votes to Broaden.Use of Death Penalty and Curb Appeals 
By Michael Iaikoff 
W ...... ,_ Stalf Writer 
A The House yesterday voted to 
w establish a federal death penalty for 
lar1e-acale drug trafficking and 
more than 20 other crimes and to 
sharply restrict the appeal rights of 
death row inmates. 
Moving toward passage of a far-
reaching anti-crime bill, the House 
a1ao rejected the pleas of law en-
forcement groups and adopted by a 
vote of 257 to 172 an amendment, 
backed by the National Rifle Asso-
ciation, that would permit the con-
tinued manufacture of semiauto-
matic assault weapons made with 
domestically produced parts. The 
Bush administration last year 
banned importation of foreign-made 
assault weapons, but imposed no 
restrictions on identical U.S.-made 
weapons. 
Civil liberties groups and some 
House Democratic leaders de-
nounced the votes as "senseless .. 
pre-election responses to reports of 
soaring rates of violent crime in 
many cities. At one point some 
Democrats sarcastically called out, 
"Kill! Kill! Kiili" 
"Would it be possible to bring the 
guillotines directly to the House 
floor?" asked an angry Rep. David 
R. Obey (D-Wis.). 
But the actions were a victory for 
the Bush administration, which last 
month mounted a major lobbying 
offensive against a different anti-
crime package that had been ap-
proved by the House Judiciary Com-
mittee. Branding the committee's 
measure "pro-criminal," Attorney 
General Dick Thornburgh and other 
administration officials mobilized 
groups of district attorneys and at-
torneys general to urge the House 
to substitute President Bush's more 
stringent proposals aimed at 
streamlining death row appeals and 
expediting executions by the states. 
The result was a series of sting-
ing rebukes for the committee. On a 
vote of 285 to 146, the House 
adopted an administration-backed 
amendment by Rep. Henry J. Hyde 
(R-111.) that would limit habeas cor-
pus petitions death row inmates 
could bring in federal courts. In re-
cent years, inmates have commonly 
used such petitions to raise repeat-
ed constitutional challenges to their 
convictions, resulting in what Hyde 
said were "endless, endless, endless 
delays" in the execution of con-
victed murderers. 
The amendent would adopt the 
recommendations of a judicial com-
mittee headed by former Supreme 
Court justice Lewis Powell. It would 
permit states to set up an acceler-
ated system in which a competent 
counsel would be appointed for each 
death row inmate, who would be 
allowed to file one habeas corpus 
petition within 180 days. If the Su-
preme Court rejected the appeal, 
further challenges would be barred 
except in extraordinary circum-
stances, and the execution would 
proceed. 
The House also adopted amend-- · · -
• II-
ments that would substantially add 
to the list of federal crimes for 
whic:h the death penalty could be 
applied: train wrecks or airplane 
bombings that result in death, mur-
der with mail bombs, and drug traf-
ficking when the drugs lead to over-
dose deaths, even if accidental. Ma-
jor drug traffickers would face the 
death penalty regardless of whether 
they ordered or committed murder. 
Some experts said the bill could 
raise a host of new constitutional 
questions. "There could be a new 
flurry of litigation around this very 
bill that could have the opposite 
effect" than the one sponsors desire 
and might actual;y delay executions, 
said Michael Kroll, executive direc-
tor of the Death Penalty Informa-
tion Center. 
- -
October 15, 1990 
Ad Hoc Committee on Federal Heabeas 
MEMO TO MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: 
Perhaps you have seen in the press that the House 
adopted an amendment to the Anti-Crime Bill that includes 
the recommendations of our Committee. 
It is not clear to me as to exactly what the Senate 
adopted. My understanding is that it included both the Bi-
den bill (quite different from ours) and Senator Strom Thur-
mond's bill that includes the substance of our recommenda-
tions. No one can predict what will happen when these bills 
go to Conference. 
I enclose a copy of the Washington Post article of 
October 5. I send best wishes to each of you. 
lfp/ss 
Enc. 
cc: The Chief Justice 
Sincerely, 
Professor Albert M. Pearson 
William R. Burchill, Jr., Esquire 
R. Hewitt Pate, Esquire 
- -
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~ 4 CARLTON GARDENS 
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TELEX 8813918 WCP LON 
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DIRECT LIN E (202) 
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TELEPHONE 1202) 663- 6000 
FACSIMILE 12021 835-0819, 
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October 26, 1990 
The Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Associate Justice (Retired) 
The United States Supreme Court 
One First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
15 RUE DE LA LOI 
B-1040 BRUSSELS 
TELEPHONE 011 <322) 231-0903 
FACSIMILE 011 1322> 230- 4322 
I am sending you a copy of an article that I recently wrote for the ABA's 
/ Litigation magazine concerning my experience repres ntin Ted Bund in st-c nviction 
proceedings. Because of your interest m re orm of the post-conviction process in capital 
cases, I 1lope you will find the article informative. 
I have read your Harvard Law Review article and your Committee's report on 
the need to reform the mafinerm which post-conv1c 10n proceedings are conducted. I share 
many of your concerns and believe that your Committee made constructive recommendations, 
although I disagree with the recommendation to limit successive petitions to those in which 
the defendant asserts a colorable claim of innocence. In the current political environment, 
however, I am afraid that the Congress will do more harm than good. Moreover, I do not 
believe anyone has paid much attention to the adverse effect the present situation has had on 
the integrity of the courts. My article attempts to point out some of the more troubling 
consequences of the manner in which post-conviction proceedings sometimes are conducted. 
Since the article was published, I have received letters or heard from several lawyers who 
have had experiences similar to mine; this supports my belief that the experience I describe 
in the article is not unique. 





November 5, 1990 
Dear Mr. Coleman: 
Thank you for your letter and for sending me a copy 
of your article in the ABA Litigation magazine concerning 
your experience representing Ted Bundy in post-conviction 
proceedings. 
As you suggest in your letter, we share generally 
similar views but you disagree with the recommendation of 
the Ad Hoc Committee to "limit successive [habeas corpus] 
petitions to those in which the defendant asserts a color-
able claim of innocence." 
Professor Pearson at the University of Georgia, who 
was the Reporter for the Ad Hoc Committee, recently made a 
study in which he concluded that successive petitions are 
rarely successful. They do burden the courts. 
My own view is that the death sentence should be 
abolished in our country as it has in the other western de-
mocracies. 
Sincerely, 
James E. Coleman, Jr., Esquire 
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering 
2445 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20037-1420 
lfp/ss 
• -2, 3 NO'J 1990 
tld- )~ MJ 
L. RALPH MECHAM 
DIREClDR 
ADMINIST RAT IVE OFFICE OF THE 
UNITED STATES COURTS 
JAMES E. MACKLIN. JR. 
DEPUTY DIREClDR 
Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 
Associate Justice, Retired 
WASHING1DN, D .C. 20544 
November 20, 1990 
Supreme Court of the United States 
1 First Street, N. E. 
Washington, D. C. 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
W ILLIAM R. BURCH ILL. JR. 
GENERAL CO UNSEL 
Thank you very much for your nice letter of November 20. I am pleased that 
my advice was helpful in clarifying your situation with respect to the approaching salary 
increase. 
I appreciate as well receiving those kind words from Hew Pate. I certainly think 
highly of him and am pleased to learn that he is now with Hunton and Williams. I 
have recorded his telephone number in my directory, as I anticipate that he and I will 
have frequent occasion to communicate in the future. 
Although I am sure that the completion of the Ad Hoc Committee's work came 
as something of a relief to all of us, I miss our meetings and the chance to see you 
and the other members. I hope to see you again sometime in the near future. In the 
meantime, my very best wishes for the Holiday season, 




A TRADITION OF SERVICE T O THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY 
- -2 S NOV 1990 
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOURTH CIRCUIT ✓ 
SAM J. ERVIN, III 
Chief Judge 
P.O. Drawer 2146 
Morganton, North Carolina 
28655 
Professor Albert N. Pearson 
School of Law 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 30602 
Dear Professor Pearson: 
November 26, 1990 
Justice Powell was kind enough to send me a copy of 
his letter to you concerning our need for information about 
the experience that Georgia has had with its Death Penalty 
Resource Center. I feel that it is very important that 
Virginia establish such a center and we are hopeful that your 
experiences will enable us to persuade them to follow your 
lead. 
Justice Powell must have misunderstood something 
that I said about the North Carolina Resource Center. I think 
that it has been very productive, but the head of the center 
is leaving almost immediately and I thought that perhaps we 
should ask someone else to assist us in this effort at 
persuasion. John Blume of the South Carolina Resource Center 
would be glad to help you if you would like to call upon him. 
SJE:wmm I 
cc: Justice Powell 
Sincerely yours, 
~ -~jlL 




The University of Georgia 
School of Law 
The Honorable Lewis F. Powell 
Associate Justice, Retired 
United States Supreme Court 
Washington, DC 20543 
Dear Justice Powell: 
December 7, 1990 
~ 
1 1DEC 1990 
I write to ask a favor. At the end of the present academic 
year, I am "retiring" as director of the Law School's Legal Aid 
and Defender Clinic. Naturally, I have been pondering what to do 
next. Quite by chance, the Solicitor General was in Athens in 
late October to deliver a speech to a Bar-Media Conference. Ken 
and I had become acquainted because he was a member of the 
commission that selected me to be the Judicial Fellow at the 
Court in 1987-88. 
During a conversation, I broached the subject of working in 
the solicitor General's office on a one or two year basis. Ken 
noted that there was precedent for a scholar in residence person 
in the office and seemed genuinely interested in considering the 
matter further . I followed up with a letter recently. Ken is 
aware of my work with the Powell Committee and, for that reason, 
he might contact you at some point. After a "warts and all" 
review of my working relationship with you and the Committee, I 
hope that you can suggest some compelling reasons why I might be 
a forceful and effective advocate in matters brought before the 
Court. 
I trust that your health is holding up well and that you are 




Albert M. Pearson 
Professor of Law 
Athens, Georgia 30602 • Telefax (404) 542-5556 
An Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Institution 
- -
December 12, 1990 
Dear Ken: 
Al Pearson, Professor of Law at the University of 
Georgia, has told me that he is applying to you hooing to 
serve as an Assistant ln your office. I think you are fa-
miliar with Al's work with the Ad Hoc Commlttee on Federal 
Habeas Corpus appointed by Chief Justice Rehnquist. The 
members of this Committee, that I chaireo, have a high opin-
ion of Al. ~ 
There ia no question as to his ability as a scholar 
and lawyer. My understanding is that he also has done a 
fair amount of both trial and anpellate work in Georg_ia. In 
sum, I would be happy to have Al associated with me in im-
portant or scholarly legal work. 
Hon. Kenneth w. Starr 
Solicitor General 
Department of Justice 
ashington, D. c. 20530 
1fp/ss 
Sincerely, 
be: Professor Albert M. Pearson 
